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KFSN-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT  

2ND 
 
QUARTER 2010 

 

 

 

From April 1 through and including June 30, 2010, KFSN-TV, licensed in Fresno, California, and 

broadcasting in digital/HD, presented 33.5 hours of regularly scheduled local news programs a 

week and in addition, broadcast one weekly half-hour public affairs program entitled Valley Focus.  

This program is hosted by Beth Marney, our public affairs director, and is a local talk/interview 

program dealing exclusively with issues and local affairs.  KFSN-TV also airs syndication programs 

along with the ABC Television Network that supplies the station with news, public interest, and 

educational programming, as described in the quarterly report entitled ABC Television Network 

News and Public Affairs Programming, which is filed separately in the Public Inspection file.  

 

On ABC30 Plus 30.2 Channel, KFSN began airing the Live Well Network on April 27,2009 and 

now consists of twelve  programs entitled Motion; Say Ahh; Advice for Life; Mirror, Mirror; Let’s 

Dish; Home with Lisa Quinn; Mexico: One Plate at a Time; Everyday Living; My Green House; 

Save the Planet; Gotta Know; and Mary Talks Money.  KFSN-TV‟s D-2/ABC30Plus signal 

rebroadcasts locally produced programming along with time shifted newscasts and network 

programming, public service announcements and children‟s core programming.  KFSN-TV‟s D-3 

signal, ABC30 Weather Now, broadcasts AccuWeather and national weather, in addition to 

recorded local weather inserts and public service announcements. 

 

KFSN-TV, through its programming on 30.1/HD, addressed the following issues of concern for 

communities that make up the six-county area served by ABC-30: 

 

1. LOCAL GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 

2. PUBLIC SAFETY/CRIME  

3. HEALTH CARE ISSUES FOR THE VALLEY 

4.   EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 

      5.   ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES 

      6.   MINORITY ISSUES/TOPICS 

 

  

Programs, program segments, and local newscasts broadcast by KFSN that provided significant 

treatment of the previously described issues of concern.  Local News programs include: 
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ACTION NEWS 

 

 

On April 23, 2007, ABC30/D1 began broadcasting our newscasts in High Definition.  This 

includes the following Newscasts: 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 

April 1
st
 – 16

th
, 2010: Monday through Friday, 5:00-7:00AM, 2 Hours, Local 

April 19
th

 – June 30
th

, 2010: Monday through Friday, 4:30-7:00AM, 2 ½ Hours, Local 

 

This Morning News Program Provides Viewers with Late-Breaking Local, National, and 

International News, Sports, Weather, Medical, Financial, Ag Reports and Consumer Reports. 

 

AM LIVE SATURDAY 

Saturdays, 6-7AM & 8-9AM, 2 Hours, Local 

This Morning News program provides viewers with Late-Breaking Local, National, and 

International News, Sports, Weather, Consumer and Medical Reports, along with Entertainment 

News. 

 

AM LIVE SUNDAY 

Sundays, 6-7AM & 8-9AM, 2 Hours, Local 

This Morning News program provides viewers with Late-Breaking Local, National, and 

International News, Sports, Weather, Consumer and Medical Reports, along with Entertainment 

News. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 

Monday through Friday, 11:00AM-11:30AM, 30 Min., Local 

Up-To-Date Local News coverage is offered, as well as National and International News.  Also 

included are Medical, Consumer, and Financial Reports and “Connecting with Kids” packages. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT FIVE 

Monday through Friday, 5:00-5:30PM, 30 Min., Local 

This half-hour News program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  

Also covered are sports and weather.  Included are Medical, Education, and Consumer Reports. 

 

ACTION NEWS AT SIX  

Monday through Sunday, 6:00-6:30PM, 30 Min., Local  

This half-hour News Program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  

Also covered are weather and sports.  Friday's Newscast features the Action News Person of the 

Week. 
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ACTION NEWS AT SIX-THIRTY 

Monday through Friday, 6:30PM, 30 Min., Local 

This half-hour news program reviews the day‟s news events, local, national, and international.  It 

also covers weather. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00-11:35PM, 35 Min., Local 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  

Also covered are sports and weather; consumer reports are included. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN (REPEAT) 

Monday through Friday, 2:05-2:41AM., Local 

This half-hour news programs are a repeat of the earlier 11pm newscast from that day.  It 

includes local, national, and international news. 

 

 

 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

 

 

LATINO LIFE  

Sundays, 10:00-10:30AM.  :30 Min, Local 

Half-hour weekly local/talk interview program that focuses on issues affecting the Latino 

community. It also highlights positive contributions Latinos are making in the valley. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS 

Sundays,10:30-11:00AM, 30 Min., Local/Public Affairs 

Half-hour weekly local talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local affairs. 

 

COMMUNITY CALENDAR  :30 SECOND PSA (SEE ATTACHED) 

TUESDAY – FRIDAYS  

DURING ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, MIDDAY, 6PM NEWS 

and 

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS AM LIVE 

Thirty-second PSA featuring an Action News anchor delivering information about upcoming events 

in our community. 

 

CONNECT WITH KIDS: HALF HOUR PROGRAM/ FRANCHISE PACKAGES 

ABC30, in partnership with “Connecting with Kids” airs one half-hour program per quarter 

throughout the year focusing on programming for parents and children and an integrated website 

that includes extensive video streaming and educational materials for teachers, parents and children.  

Valley Focus, ABC30‟s public affairs show, also periodically airs “Connecting with Kids” franchise 

packages. 
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CHILDREN FIRST 

 

 

Children First is a year-long production which focuses on the challenges, problems, and 

opportunities facing children living in Central California.  The program concentrates on how the 

average person can make a difference in a child's life and highlights local news organizations 

that work with children and youth.  Children First includes local news-produced half-hour 

programs, :30 vignettes, public service announcements, and special stories on Action News. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: FIGHTING THE FAT 

Sunday, April 11, 2010 , 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Sunday, May 23, 2010, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Saturday, June 5, 2010,  5:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

 

ABC-30, Children‟s Hospital Central California, The Fresno County Office of Education, and 

the Educational Employees Credit Union  announce the latest Children First special, “Fighting 

the Fat”, a half-hour program airing Sunday, April 11, 2010 at 6:30 p.m. on ABC-30.  Hosted by 

Action News Anchors Warren Armstrong and Liz Harrison, this Children First Special focuses 

on the growing number of overweight and obese children in the valley.  ABC-30 Action News 

reporters take an in-depth look at how families can help children exercise.  The Fresno County 

Fitness Challenge is a friendly competition designed to get all 34 school districts to be more 

physically active.  Hear from fitness guru Jerry Steinfeld and see how one boy lost 13 pounds.  

Action News also explores the medical problems associated with overweight kids.  Discover how 

a child‟s environment has an impact on the obesity rate.  See how community organizations are 

coming together to give kids more opportunities to play outdoors.  Are your kids bored with 

exercise?  Our local fitness expert shows us how to make fitness fun for children.  Plus, learn 

how to work out with High-Tech gadgets.  Watch your waistline and your wallet!  Discover 

smart ways to shop for healthy foods that won‟t break the bank! 

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST VIGNETTES/PSA’S AIRED 2
nd

 Quarter 2010 

 

 

Employees Educational Credit Union, Fresno County Office of Education and Children‟s 

Hospital Central California partner to air these Children First PSA‟s and vignettes in rotation: 

  

CHILDREN FIRST PARTNERS: SNACKS  WEB  :30 SEC (APRX. 73) 

This spot encourages viewers to provide their child with a healthy snack. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST PARTNERS:  KIDS SAVINGS  VIGNETTE :30 SEC.(APRX. 23) 

This spot encourages viewers to teach their children about the importance of saving money. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST PARTNERS: CHILD SAFETY SEAT 30 SEC, (APRX. 21 ) 

This spot‟s message is about the importance of a child safety seat and to buckle up your children. 
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CHILDREN FIRST PARTNERS: FIGHTING THE FAT :  VIGNETTES: 30 SEC, (APRX.44 ) 

This spot encourages viewers to watch the upcoming half-hour special about Kids: Fighting the 

Fat. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: HEALTHY SPORTS: :30 SEC.,  (APRX.09) 

This spot encourages parents to teach their children that participating in sports keeps them 

healthy. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: HEALTHY SNACKS :30 SEC., (APRX. 06) 

This spot tells parents the importance of giving their children healthy snacks. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: EXERCISE: :30 SEC. (APRX. 74 ) 

This spot informs parents the importance of exercise for children. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: WATER SAFETY: 30 SEC. (APRX.63 ) 

This spot encourages water safety. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST PARTNERS: HONORED SCHOLARS: SEC., (APRX. 45) 

This spot highlights Honored Scholars from Central Valley high schools. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: 10PM ID (AIRES DAILY 10:00PM) 

Voiceover that airs weekly before 10PM that says: “It‟s just about 10‟oclock.  Do you know 

where your children are?” 

 

 

From April 1, 2010, through June 30, 2010 KFSN-TV aired approximately 750 Public Service 

Announcements (PSA‟s) along with Community Involvement Project Spots that includes, but are 

not limited to: 

 

 ABC30/The Census 

 Children First: Fighting the Fat Half-Hour Special/Vignettes 

 ABC30:  Mud to Dust:  Inside the Clovis Rodeo 

 Fresno Historical Society:  Home Tour 

 Children First: Honored Scholars Production Shoot/PSA‟s 

 ABC30/Fresno Letter Carriers/Poverello House Food Drive 

 Children‟s Hospital Central California Half-Hour Special/Vignettes 

 Community Calendar:  Exceptional Parents Unlimited 

 Madera Air Show 

 Fresno Historical Society:  Home Tour 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 2
ND

 QUARTER 2010 

 

 

DEBATE FOR U.S. SENATE REPUBLICAN PRIMARY  

Sunday, May 9, 2010 , 11:00AM, 1 Hour, Syndication 

The Debate included candidates Tom Campbell, Chuck DeVore and Carly Fiorina and was 

moderated by Marc Brown, News Anchor, KABC-TV and Warren Armstrong, Action News 

Anchor ABC30. 

 

THE CANDIDATES DEBATE: REPUBLICANS 

Saturday, May 22, 2010, 7:00PM, 1 Hour, Local 

The debate was moderated by Warren Armstrong and included panelists from ABC30 and the 

Fresno Bee questioning the 19
th

 Congressional Republican Candidates in Fresno County:  Jim 

Patterson, Jeff Denham, Larry Westerlund and Richard Pombo. 

 

THE CANDIDATES DEBATE: DEMOCRATS 

Sunday, May 23, 2010, 6:30PM :30 Minutes, Local 

The debate was moderated by Warren Armstrong, who questioned the 19
th

 Congressional 

Democratic Candidates in Fresno County:  Les Marsden and Loraine Goodwin. 

 

ACTION NEWS ELECTION SPECIAL: CALIFORNIA PRIMARY 2010 

Tuesday, June 8
th

, 2010, 1 Hour, Local 

Action News covered the California Primary 2010 results in this one hour News Special. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/01/10, 1:52 Minutes, Local 

In 2000, at least one million Latinos didn't fill out the census.  Many feared deportation.  Even 

though the census doesn't ask about citizenship, some Republicans tried, but failed, to exclude 

illegals from this year's count.  Senator David Vitter said, “I don't think the founding fathers set 

up our democracy to have non-citizens represented in the United States Congress.  But the 

census does more than determine the number of representatives in Congress; it also determines 

how federal dollars are distributed.  It's been estimated that $1400 per person is at stake.  Add up 

the number of people in your community who do not get counted and multiply that by $1400 - 

that's what you're losing.”  So to encourage involvement, bilingual census forms, for the first 

time ever, are being mailed to Hispanic neighborhoods. 

 

ACTION NEW MIDDAY, 4/01/10, 1:18 Minutes, Local 

A new poll this midday shows immigrants are more confident the 2010 census is good for their 

community and that personal information will be kept confidential.  In 2000, at least one million 

Latinos didn't fill out the census.  Many feared deportation, even though the census doesn't ask 

about citizenship.  Hispanics make up roughly 15 percent of the nation's population, but still tend 

to lag behind other racial groups when it comes to mailing in census forms.  But the latest survey 

suggests the numbers may be improving and that, contrary to conventional notions, the hardest-

to-reach may not be fearful immigrants but rather disenchanted Hispanics born in the US.  Some 

Republicans tried, but failed, to exclude illegals from this year's count.  The Census Bureau says 
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it's important to count non-citizens.  It also determines the number of representatives in 

Congress, and how federal dollars are distributed. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 4/01/10,42 Seconds, Local 

Dozens of people took part in the national Census Awareness Day.  Non-profits and census 

workers were at the Town and Country shopping center in Visalia this afternoon to answer 

questions about this year's questionnaire.  People got help filling out census forms and inquired 

about the fifteen-hundred jobs still available at the Tulare County office.  Census workers hope 

the awareness event encourages people to fill out their questionnaires. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/01/10, :55 Seconds, Local 

A group of local agencies celebrated National Census Day by announcing a new effort to get 

everyone counted in Fresno County.  Today the California Endowment announced it's working 

with several agencies to target under-represented groups in the community.  Workers hope to 

overcome possible language barrier problems, privacy concerns, and let everyone know how 

important it is to participate in the census. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY,  4/02/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

In the past hour the jobs report for the month of March was released, and the news is positive.  

The nation's economy created the largest number of jobs last month since the recession began, 

while the unemployment rate remained at 9.7 percent for the third straight month.  The Labor 

Department said employers added 162,000 jobs in March, the most in three years but below 

analysts' expectations of 190,000.  The total includes 48,000 temporary workers hired for the 

U.S. Census. 

 

AM LIVE SUNDAY 8AM, 4/04/10, :12 Seconds, Local  

Thousands of Valley residents are filling out and returning their 2010 census forms every day.  

According to Google‟s census tracking website, 50 percent of Tulare County residents have 

already returned their forms.  But in at least one town, the process of making sure everyone is 

counted is taking a little longer than usual.  Action News South Valley Bureau chief Jessica 

Peres reported. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/06/10, 2:00 Minutes, Local  

They are the tell-tale signs of an election season.  Campaign posters on yards, fences and along 

busy streets but we found a couple of signs for 19th congressional district candidate, Jim 

Patterson, in a place that, while perfectly legal, could be seen as inappropriate.  The corner of 

Temperance and Kings Canyon is a fairly busy intersection, and possibly a great location for 

these campaign signs.  But it‟s also the site of one of Fresno's worst mass murders.  In May of 

1993, seven people were shot and killed inside Carrillo's Bar. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/07/10, :51 Seconds, Local 

John McCain campaigned with Carly Fiorina Tuesday in Southern California.  The two appeared 

at a town hall meeting in Irvine.  They talked about everything from health care reform to the 

economy.  McCain says Fiorina is an inspiration to voters here in California.  Fiorina is 

challenging incumbent Democratic Senator Barbara Boxer. 
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ACTION NEWS, 6:30PM, 4/08/10, :38 Seconds, Local 

The Census Bureau put on an event today to encourage people hanging on to their census forms 

to fill them out.  Today, volunteers stopped by the United Way in southeast Fresno to help last-

minute filers with questions they had on how to fill out their forms.  Free tax help and flu shots 

were also offered at the event which is part of a tour that's been making its way throughout 

California. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/09/10, :37 Seconds, Local 

A new plan to change the way the San Joaquin River Bluff and its residents are protected is 

moving forward.  The Fresno city council approved the San Joaquin River and Bluff Protection 

Initiative.  As Action News first reported, the plan would allow state, county and city law 

enforcement agencies to work together to prevent dangerous accidents, like last year's destructive 

Bluff fire. 

 

ACTION NEWS, 6PM, 4/10/10, :45 Seconds, Local 

The City of Fresno used ice cream to encourage people to fill out their census forms.  Volunteers 

held signs and lured people to three locations today where people could exchange completed 

questionnaires for tickets for free ice cream.  The treats were part of today's "March to the 

Mailbox" events organized by the city of Fresno‟s "Complete Count Committee."  About 400 

billion dollars in federal funding is up for grabs each year and Fresno wants to make sure it gets 

its share. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/14/10, :51 Seconds, Local 

Mark Scott is replacing Andy Souza, who resigned last December.  Scott grew up in Fresno and 

attended Fresno State.  He was most recently the City Manager in Culver City in southern 

California.  Scott says despite a 26-million dollar budget shortfall, Fresno is in better shape than 

most other large cities.  He plans to look at new ways to conduct business and provide services 

that engage the community. 

 

ACTION NEWS, 11PM, 4/15/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

Tomorrow is the mail-in deadline for your census forms.  If you don't send your form out on 

time, a census worker will be sent to your home to ask you the questions.  Forms were mailed 

out across the valley last month to every home as part of the national count.  They help the 

federal government divide hundreds of billions of dollars to different parts of the country for 

education and other local needs. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/16/10, :22 Seconds, Local 

Today is the mail-in deadline for your census forms.  If you don't send your form out on time, a 

census worker will be sent to your home to ask you the questions.  Forms were mailed out across 

the valley last month to every home as part of the national count.  They help the federal 

government divide hundreds of billions of dollars to different parts of the country for education 

and other local needs. 

 

ACTION NEWS, 5PM, 4/19/10, 2:07 Minutes, Local 

The scenery here on Herndon Avenue is filled with a proliferation of political signs for many of 

the races on the June ballot.  The City of Fresno has five rules about the placement of campaign 
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signs and these meet the standard and these don't.  Signs for Judicial Candidate Gary Shinaver 

and Congressional Candidate Richard Pombo are in violation because they're on this private 

property without permission.  Action News also found dozens of campaign signs nailed to 

commercial real estate signs.  The agents say nobody asks their permission, but the illegal signs 

go up every election season and it costs them time and money.  Although the city could enforce 

the code violation, they don't have the staffing to stay on top of it. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/21/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/22/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

The official count of the census continues, and many people in the valley haven't been counted.  

So far, 67 percent of the valley has returned their forms, which is just below the national average 

of 71.  The County with the lowest participation rate is Mariposa County, with 56 percent of its 

residents submitting their forms.  The mail-in deadline has already passed.  Households that 

didn‟t send theirs in will be visited by a census worker. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/28/10, :41 Seconds, Local 

ACTION NEWS 6PM 4/29/10  : 41 Seconds, Local 

California is one of five states dangerously close to losing out on Congressional seats because of 

lackluster participation in the U.S. Census.  The other states are New York, Texas, Arizona, and 

Florida.  They were "average" or "below average" in mailing back census forms when compared 

to other states.  That's according to the final census mail-in tally released today.  Overall, the 

Census Bureau says Americans have matched the return rate from ten years ago at slightly more 

than 72 percent.  And there's still a few months left to improve that number.  The Census Bureau 

will release a final "mail return rate" in the fall.  All six central valley counties were close to the 

national average with return rates between 70 and 72 percent.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/29/10, :34 Seconds, Local 

For the first time the City of Visalia will begin holding a series of town hall meetings to get 

residents more involved with local government.  Council members hope these community 

gatherings will keep residents informed about services available to them through city 

government.  Representatives from the police, parks and recreation, and other departments will 

be there to answer questions.  City leaders will hold four town hall meetings this year each in the 

different quadrants of Visalia.   

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/19/10, :35 Seconds, Local 

President Obama has arrived in southern California.  He's in Los Angeles to lend a hand to 

Senator Barbara Boxer's re-election campaign.  The President will headline three fundraisers this 

evening on behalf of Boxer and the Democratic National Committee.  His appearance is 

expected to raise more than three million dollars.  Boxer is seeking her fourth term in the U.S. 

Senate.  She's won big in the past, but an independent field poll last month found Boxer running 

about even with the three Republicans who are competing for the nomination in the state's June 

eighth primary. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/20/10, :41 Seconds, Local 

President Obama made a trip to California, but his visit proved to be a little testy when some 

hecklers tried to shout him down.  A group of gay rights activists interrupted the president mid-
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sentence last night in Los Angeles with demands to repeal the military's "don't ask - don't tell" 

policy.  President Obama was speaking at a Democratic fundraiser for California senator Barbara 

Boxer.  She's facing a tough re-election campaign this year from two Republicans, including 

former HP CEO Carly Fiorina.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/22/10, ;34 Seconds, Local 

New this Midday new poll numbers show that Meg Whitman is the frontrunner when it comes to 

Republicans in the race for California governor.  In an exclusive Action News poll conducted by 

Survey USA, Whitman and Democratic candidate Jerry Brown emerge as the likely matchup in 

the November general election.  In the Republican primary, Whitman, the former CEO of eBay, 

gets 49%.  Steve Poizner, currently State Insurance Commissioner, gets 27%.  In the Democratic 

primary, Jerry Brown, currently California‟s Attorney General, defeats 6 other Democrats and 

wins with 63% of the vote; no opponent received more than 6%. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LVIE, 4/23/10, :50 Seconds, Local 

Steve Poizner, the State Insurance Commissioner, believes he is gaining ground on Meg 

Whitman in the GOP race for Governor.  But an exclusive Action News poll conducted by 

Survey USA shows former eBay CEO Meg Whitman still holds a 49-to-27-percent lead over 

Poizner, with 15% undecided.  The numbers have Whitman confident enough to start talking 

about the November election.  But despite the 22-point deficit, Poizner told Action News his 

campaign is picking up momentum. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/26/10, :55 Seconds, Local 

Abel Maldonado has been confirmed by the California Senate as Lieutenant Governor.  The 

State Senate voted 25 to seven in favor of the confirmation.  Maldonado was Governor 

Schwarzenegger‟s choice to fill the seat left empty when John Garamendi was elected to 

Congress in the fall.  Now that he's been confirmed, Governor Schwarzenegger must call a 

special election to fill Maldonado‟s 15th district seat. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/29/10, :24 Seconds, Local 

As Congress discusses whether to take up immigration reform this year, farm groups are 

renewing their push to reform "guest worker" programs.  Supporters of a bill known as "Ag-

jobs" say it would assure people from other countries could enter the U.S. legally to work on 

farms.  A California Farm Bureau spokesman says the group considers immigration reform a top 

priority, but Congress may not tackle the topic in an election year. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/30/10, :54 Sec., Local 

Immigration activists are preparing for a May Day march and rally tomorrow in downtown 

Fresno and anger over Arizona‟s new law is expected to draw large crowds.  A small group of 

volunteers spent the evening making signs for tomorrow's event.  Organizers expect a crowd of 

about five thousand protesters.  Earlier today, one local activist delivered a letter to City Hall 

asking leaders to approve an economic boycott of Arizona.  But at least one city councilman said 

he would not support such a plan. 
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AM LIVE SATURDAY 6AM, 5/01/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

Starting today, hundreds of thousands of census takers will fan out across the nation to collect 

data from households that did not mail back the 2010 census questionnaire.  Commerce 

Secretary Gary Locke says the door-to-door effort will continue for several months. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/01/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/01/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

More than 600-thousand census workers spread out across the country today, beginning door-to-

door visits to households who never received or didn't return their mail-in forms.  Nationwide, 

U.S Census Bureau officials say they are pleased with a 72-percent initial participation rate.  But 

the Central San Joaquin Valley has not performed as well.  Census workers will go door-to-door 

to interview residents.  If no one is home, they may even talk to neighbors and try to find out 

how many people live at a residence. 

 

AM LIVE SUNDAY 6AM, 5/02/10, :25 Seconds, Local 

More than 600-thousand census workers spread out across the country Saturday, beginning door-

to-door visits to households who never received or didn't return their mail-in forms.  Nationwide, 

US Census Bureau officials say they are pleased with a 72-percent initial participation rate.  But 

the Central San Joaquin Valley has not performed as well.  Census workers will go door-to-door 

to interview residents, helping them fill out the 10-question form. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/04/10, :48 Seconds, Local 

If you're one of the three million Californians who have not yet returned your census forms, be 

prepared for a knock on your door.  Census takers are getting ready to start their home visits.  

Census officials visited the governor‟s office of planning and research today to discuss the home 

visits.  They warned Californians to stay vigilant about scams and told people how to identify 

official census takers. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/06/10, :20 Seconds,  

A new audit reveals the 2010 census effort is probably going to cost more than the 15-billion 

dollars budgeted.  The audit reveals the door-to-door count has racked up over one point five 

million dollars in overtime.  Census officials say a computer glitch is to blame.  The Census 

Bureau says that the overtime is necessary and insists it can still stay within budget. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/06/10, :34 Seconds, Local 

The Fresno City Council is meeting this midday on whether to approve Mayor Ashley 

Swearengin's call for a fiscal emergency.  The city council is taking up the issues right now at 

city hall.  Earlier this week, the mayor held a press conference to announce the fiscal emergency.  

The city has a 30-point-six million dollar budget shortfall.  As a result, the city will cut 225 jobs.  

That means about one out of every 12 city workers will be let go.  To help with the budget 

shortfall, the Mayor wants to tap into the city's reserve fund.  But that can't happen until the city 

council approves her call for the fiscal emergency. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/07/10, :33 Seconds, Local 

We'll soon know if more people are finding jobs.  The country's new jobless figures are due out 

and it is expected to show that employers added to their payrolls in April.  But the spreading debt 
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crisis in Europe and its effect on Wall Street might dampen further job gains.  Economists 

predict the nation probably added 200-thousand jobs in April.  But a big chunk of those job gains 

is expected to come from census hiring.  The economists say private companies probably added 

only around 75-thousand jobs last month.  The unemployment rate for April is expected to 

remain at 9-point-7 percent. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 5/11/10, ;47 Seconds, Local 

In light of spending cuts, both the Mayor and the Police Chief say the community will have to 

take a more active role in keeping their neighborhoods safe.  About thirty local residents took an 

important first step towards working with police.  Chief Dyer and other police officials hosted a 

graduation ceremony for the first ever Hispanic Residents‟ Academy.  The fifteen week program 

is geared towards educating people who are primarily Spanish speakers about how the 

department works.  The Chief says bridging the cultural gap is critical to building trust.  

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/13/10, :19 Seconds, Local 

Fresno city workers will protest the Mayor's plan to save money.  Mayor Ashley Swearengin 

wants to privatize commercial solid waste service.  She's says the outsourcing of city services to 

the private sector will bring in additional revenue.  Today city workers and union reps will march 

from the water tower to City Hall to protest. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM 5/13/10, 1:30 Minutes, Local 

City workers here today are protesting against the privatization of solid waste services in the 

Fresno.  The march started at the water tower and made its way to city hall.  Protesters say 

they're upset that Mayor Swearengin is looking to cut hundreds of jobs in the solid waste 

department.  City officials say the move is necessary.  By privatizing solid waste, the city could 

receive two to three million dollars in year in franchise fees.  The city also says many of the city 

workers could find the same job in the private sector protesters say. 

 

ACTON NEWS 11PM, 5/13/10,:33 Seconds, Local 

Hundreds of city workers came out to protest potential layoffs in downtown Fresno today.  They 

started at the historic water tower and ended at city hall.  Mayor Ashley Swearengin is planning 

to privatize some city services to help cut a 30-point-six million dollar shortfall.  If approved, the 

city could earn two-to-three million dollars a year in franchise fees.  But city workers say the 

service will go down and prices will go up.  No decision has been made yet as city council 

members go through budget workshops before making a decision. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/20/10,:38 Seconds, Local 

The upcoming Fresno city council election took a youthful turn tonight at a Candidates Forum 

held at the Boys and Girls Club in central Fresno.  Various Fresno-based youth groups put on the 

two-hour long event.  Candidates from districts 3, 5 and 7 answered questions from high school 

students.  Topics ranged from transportation to jobs. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/21/10, :29 Seconds, Local 

You can learn more about other local candidates and issues at the ABC 30 "Next Gen Politics" 

web site.  ABC 30 has offered the candidates in every major valley race the opportunity to make 

a five minute video statement, telling voters why they deserve your vote.  Candidates were also 
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asked to answer your questions on the biggest issues facing the valley.  Go to ABC30.com and 

click on the Next Gen politics link at the bottom of the page, and follow the instructions to find 

more information about local candidates. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/21/10, :35 Seconds, Local 

The upcoming Fresno City Council election took a youthful turn at a Candidates‟ Forum held at 

the Boys and Girls Club in central Fresno.  Various Fresno-based youth groups put on the two-

hour long event.  Candidates from districts 3, 5 and 7 answered questions from high school 

students.  Topics ranged from transportation to jobs. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/24/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM,  5/24/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

Today is the last day to register to vote for the June 8 primary election.  You must be a U.S. 

citizen, at least 18 years old and not be in prison or on parole for the conviction of a felony.  

Voter registration forms are available at local libraries, post offices, fire stations, city halls, 

DMV, and the county clerk department.  You can also register to vote online.  For a link, go to 

our website, abc30.com. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM 5/24/10, :40 Seconds, Local 

Today is your last chance to register to vote in the June Primary Election.  For the first time in 

ten years, the Fresno county elections office reports there are more registered Democrats than 

Republicans in the county, by almost two-thousand voters.  New registration forms are still valid 

if they're postmarked by midnight.  You can learn more about local political candidates and 

issues at abc30.com on our "Next Gen Politics" page.  ABC30 has offered the candidates in 

every major valley race the opportunity to make a five minute video statement, telling voters 

why they deserve your vote.  Candidates were also asked to answer your questions on the biggest 

issues facing the valley. 

 

ACTON NEWS AM LIVE, 5/27/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

Fresno mayor Ashley Swearengin is set to speak to the community during her State of the City 

Address.  Mayor Swearengin is expected to focus on how Fresno will continue to provide 

services despite cuts to the city budget.  The mayor will give her remarks at around one o'clock.  

900 people are expected to attend.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/29/10, :51 Seconds, Local 

US Senate Candidate Carly Fiorina met with members of the Central Valley Tea Party today as 

she prepares for the Primary Election.  The former Hewlett Packard executive attended a Tea 

Party meeting in Clovis this afternoon.  Though she still needs to win the Republication 

nomination on June 8th, she's already challenging Democratic Senator Barbara Boxer. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/28/10, :21 Seconds, Local 

People against Arizona‟s immigration law are gathering at Fresno City Hall for immigration 

reform.  The "May First Committee for Comprehensive Immigration Reform" is holding a vigil 

tonight.  Starting at 6:00 pm, hundreds of residents from Fresno and the surrounding 

communities will join to denounce racism, Arizona‟s immigration law, and call for 

comprehensive immigration reform. 
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ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/29/10, :24 Seconds, Local 

Outrage over Arizona‟s controversial immigration law continues here in the valley as well.  

Friday, dozens of people expressed their frustration in downtown Fresno.  The marchers circled 

Fresno‟s City Hall, calling on the Obama administration to move forward on immigration 

reform.  The activists also want the city of Fresno to boycott Arizona because of the new law. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/10/10, :20 Seconds, Local 

Remember you can find election results anytime on our web site, ABC30.com.  You'll find a link 

to our special vote 2010 coverage right on the home page.  We posted live election results as 

they came in Tuesday night on the ABC 30 Facebook page.  Become a fan for news anytime, or 

follow our Twitter feed.  Everything is available through our website, ABC30.com. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/10/10, :31 Seconds, Local 

Fresno County Supervisor Phil Larson is still waiting to see if he'll keep his seat on the board.  

The latest tally shows Larsen with 49-point-eight percent of the vote to Cynthia Sterling's 32-

point-nine percent.  Larson needs 50 percent plus one to win re-election outright.  Fresno County 

Elections Supervisor Victor Salazar says 15- to 20-thousand absentee ballots still have to be 

counted.  The Elections Department has 29 days to count and verify the votes.  Salazar says we 

should know the outcome of the Larson/Sterling race in two weeks or less. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 6/10/10, :49 Seconds, Local  

Republican Assembly Member Mike Villines is now hoping for a miracle.  Villines is behind in 

the vote count to be the Republican nominee for State Insurance Commissioner.  He spent 200- 

thousand dollars on the campaign, but his opponent spent less than 5 thousand dollars and is in 

the lead.  Villines hasn't conceded, but his decision to end the budget stalemate last year and 

support the governor's budget cost him conservative votes.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/11/10, :32 Seconds, Local 

Two valley races have yet to be decided after Tuesday‟s Primary Election.  The Fresno county 

elections office released updated numbers today.  In the race for Fresno county supervisor, seat 

one, Phil Larson‟s lead shrunk slightly from Tuesday night.  He needs to receive fifty percent 

plus one vote to avoid a runoff against Cynthia Sterling.  As for the district five Fresno city 

council race, Louise Bauer-Davoli gained a few more votes over Valerie Davis.  But it is still to 

be determined who will be the second candidate in the run-off against former City Councilman 

Sal Quintero.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/15/10, :27 Seconds, Local 

Republican Gubernatorial Candidate Meg Whitman is giving her campaign another big financial 

boost.  The Associated Press is reporting Whitman has given her campaign another 20 million 

dollars for the November General Election against Democratic opponent Jerry Brown.  That 

brings Whitman‟s personal contributions to her campaign to more than 90 million dollars now.  

Last week, Whitman won the Republican Primary against State Insurance Commissioner Steve 

Poizner.  
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/15/10, :48 Seconds, Local 

Republican US Senate Candidate Carly Fiorina made a campaign stop in the valley this morning 

to criticize her Democratic opponent's record on job creation.  Fiorina toured Anlin Industries, a 

window manufacturing plant in Clovis.  She told workers that Senator Barbara Boxer's handling 

of federal stimulus money has worsened the valley's unemployment rate. 

 

ACTION NEWS SPECIAL EDITION, 6/15/10, :30 Seconds, Local 

Clovis Assemblyman Mike Villines is now just a couple hundred votes away from avoiding a 

major election night upset.  The latest numbers from the California Secretary of State's office 

show Villines trailing political newcomer Brian Fitzgerald by just 230 votes in the Republican 

Primary.  But there are still more ballots to count after the polls closed on June 8th.  Fitzgerald 

had an eleven thousand vote lead.  The eventual winner will face Democrat Dave Jones in 

November.  The Secretary of State must certify the election results by July 6th. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/15/10, :56 Seconds, Local 

The latest numbers from Sacramento show Clovis Assemblyman Mike Villines has taken a 

narrow lead in the Republican race for Insurance Commissioner.  According to new results from 

the Secretary of State's Office, Villines is now ahead of political newcomer Brian Fitzgerald by 

more than 28 hundred votes.  Villines was trailing Fitzgerald by more than eleven thousand votes 

on election night.  Counties across California are still counting thousands of absentee and 

provisional ballots.  The Secretary of State has until July 6th to certify the election results.  In 

Fresno County, supervisor Phil Larson is inching closer to avoiding a November runoff against 

Cynthia Sterling.  Larson has 49-point-96 percent of the votes.  He needs fifty percent plus one 

vote to win outright.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/17/10, :26 Seconds, Local 

Valley residents will soon begin to see campaign ads for a Fresno Unified School Bond.  Board 

members voted unanimously at last night's meeting to add a 280-million dollar facilities master 

plan to the November election ballot.  District officials say 79 million will go to improving 

elementary schools:  46 million to middle schools and 98 million to high schools.  Officials say 

the bond will not raise property taxes, but it could face huge hurdles in a tough economy. 

 

OPRAH, 4/29/10, 4PM, 1 HOUR , SYNDICATION 

An Oprah Exclusive: Rielle Hunter‟s First Television Interview  

After she had an affair and conceived a child with former Democratic Party Presidential 

candidate John Edwards, Rielle Hunter became the center of a media storm.  Today, in a candid 

conversation at her home and her first television interview, Hunter talks to Oprah about it all:  

her relationship with Edwards, Andrew Young, her baby, THAT photo shoot, and more. 

 

OPRAH, 5/04/10, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Her First Interview: Former First Lady Laura Bush, Twins Jenna and Barbara 

Former First Lady Laura Bush talks to Oprah in her first interview about her new memoir, 

"Spoken from the Heart."  In this exclusive interview, she reveals what she's never been able to 

say before about September 11 and the President's darkest days.  And, for the first time she 

speaks publicly about how she accidentally killed someone in a car wreck when she was just 17 

years old and how that tragic event shaped her life.  Then, she discusses how she felt about the 
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painful criticism her family endured during the Bush administration and the tough conversation 

she had to have with her husband about his excessive drinking.  Plus, the former First Lady takes 

our cameras on a never-before-seen tour of their Crawford, Texas ranch.  And, the Bush's twin 

daughters, Jenna and Barbara, are here.   

 

 

PSA      LENGTH   AIRED 

ABC30 Census          :30      205 

Children’s Report Location      :30         6 

 

 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND CRIME 2nd QUARTER 2010 

 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/18/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #3  Marjaree Mason Center: Fresno Area Construction Team Hardhats and Hearts.  We 

were joined by Pam Kallsen, Executive Director, to talk about their upcoming event.  Marjaree 

Mason Center holds two large annual fundraisers, and offers donors the opportunity to sponsor 

the events.  The F.A.C.T. Fundraiser is typically held in the spring and the Top Ten Professional 

Women Luncheon in the fall.  Each event offers unique opportunities for sponsor recognition.  

Despite tough times for the construction industry, the Fresno Area Construction Team (FACT) 

expects to raise more than 100,000 at the Hardhats & Hearts fundraiser.  All proceeds go the 

Marjaree Mason Center, a shelter for battered women and children.  The event will feature live 

music, a live and a silent auction.  FACT has raised more than half a million dollars to support 

victims of domestic violence. 

 

LATINO LIFE, 5/9/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2:  UNIQUE APPROACH TO GANG PREVENTION 

Many Latinos grew up reading Foto-Novelas.  Learn how these storybooks are helping parents 

keep their kids out of gangs.  Find out some of the warning signs indicating your child may be 

associating with gangs.  Guests: Detective Osvaldo Dominguez / Visalia Police Department; 

Juan Guerrero/Hispanic  

Segment #3:  Advisory Council Visalia Police Department Gang Prevention 804-6498.  Wittman 

Community Center 733-5423. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/20/10, 2:00 Minutes, Local 

The goal of the new law is safety.  The panhandlers are at risk of being hit or causing an 

accident.  Over the weekend, police issued 14 citations, but the prospect of a 250 dollar fine 

doesn't appear to be enough to keep the medians clear.  Police say repeat offenders will likely be 

arrested, but the hope is they will get the message and move.  It's still okay to panhandle on the 

street corner, just not in the median. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/23/10, 1:17 Minutes, Local 

Local law enforcement fear thousands of criminals may go free after they say a technician from a 

north valley crime lab stole drugs that were turned in as evidence.  The Central Valley Crime 
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Lab is located in Ripon.  The lab does testing on drugs seized in five surrounding counties, 

including Merced.  The Department of Justice was tipped off after a police officer in Stockton 

called the lab to check up on some drug samples.  Authorities say the amount tested was less 

than what the officer sent to the lab.  A further investigation found methamphetamine was 

missing in other cases.  Authorities estimate 5-thousand drug cases in the valley are in jeopardy. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/23/10, 2:02 Minutes, Local 

This is the last pharmacy police say John Michael Bates hit.  Police got a silent alarm and then 

chased the suspect back to his parents' home about a mile and a half from here.  That was where 

the six-month crime spree that netted 2-thousand pills came to an end.  Police raided this 

northeast Fresno home, looking for evidence of the biggest prescription drug robbery spree in the 

city's history.  This suspect had spent the last several months going into various stores 

throughout Fresno and Clovis and terrorizing either clerks or pharmacists.  Investigators say 

Bates hit ten different pharmacies in north Fresno and Clovis, looking for Oxycontin and 

methadone. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/23/10, 2:05 Minutes, Local 

We're finding out more about the sad facts surrounding the death of young Gabriel Espinosa.  

Police say the mother confessed to killing him but now comes new information his brothers were 

part of the plan their mother didn't follow through on.  Action News has learned the mother 

accused of murdering her baby boy intended to drown all three of her kids last weekend but 

changed her mind after fearing her 4- and 6-year-old sons may make noise or put up a fight.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/25/10, 2:00 Minutes,  Local 

Since Saturday, there have been 5 shootings in Fresno of which, 3 people are now dead.  Police 

are certain some of them involve gangs and are related to one another.  That includes this 

morning‟s double homicide, which happened at a home police say they've visited before.  Now, a 

plan is underway that Police Chief Jerry Dyer maintains will help avoid more violence.  The 

front door of this southwest Fresno home is riddled with bullet holes.  Fresno police say around 

4:00 Sunday morning, two male suspects walked up to the house and started shooting. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/26/10, 2:08 Minutes, Local 

Police say their saturation patrols of crime areas are paying off.  Weapons are being seized, gang 

members are being arrested.  Neighborhood residents appreciate the crackdown but say these 

temporary measures aren‟t enough. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/30/10, 2:00 Minutes, Local 

A Hanford teen is paying a high price for drinking a shot of vodka.  The high school senior and a 

classmate are banned from walking with their class on graduation day.  Daniel Cervantes Jr. is 

graduating from Hanford West High School in June.  He says he and two friends drank a shot of 

vodka at a home during their lunch break.  School officials found out and suspended the three 

students for five days.  Cervantez and the other senior are also not allowed to participate in any 

graduation events.  Cervantez admits to drinking the vodka, but doesn't believe the punishment 

fits the crime. 
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AM LIVE SATURDAY 8AM, 4/30/10, :33 Seconds, Local 

Fresno police investigators have released surprising details about a double murder this past 

weekend.  A 16-year-old boy and 48-year-old woman were found shot to death early Sunday 

morning, at Poppy and Grove.  After reviewing police surveillance video, investigators say the 

16-year-old showed up to the woman's home with another man.  Police say both suspects were 

armed and starting shooting for some reason.  Then the second suspect shot the 16-year-old.  No 

one inside the home is considered to be a suspect in the shooting.  An exact motive for the crime 

is still under investigation. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/30/10, 1:35 Minutes, Local 

Police say home invaders looking for marijuana killed Gary and Sandra de Bartolo in their own 

home last July.  The murders shocked neighbors in Kerman and now, a union for health care 

workers hopes they'll shock Fresno county voters.  In flyers mailed all over District One, they're 

blaming county supervisor Phil Larson for allowing early inmate releases and making everyone 

in the county less safe. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/26/10, 1:25 Minutes, Local 

Parole agents visited nearly 200 known gang members and associates today.  Those who were 

found in violation of their parole ended up on buses, headed to prison.  Residents of a south 

Fresno parolee service center are just some of the people targeted during "Operation Zero 

Tolerance." all of them are on parole  and many have gang ties. 

 

AM LIVE SATURDAY 8AM, 5/29/10, :30 Seconds, Local 

Madera Police are investigating a bloody double murder this morning.  Investigators say two 

men were stabbed to death in the garage of a house near Sierra Street and Lincoln Avenue.  Their 

bodies were found last night.  Police say a roommate of the two victims is being held as a 

possible suspect.  Officers have not released a motive for the killings, but they describe the scene 

as “gruesome.”  Neighbors say a large number of farmworkers appeared to live in the house.  

State investigators were called in overnight to help process the crime scene. 

 

AM LIVE SATURDAY 8AM, 5/29/10, :47 Seconds, Local 

Southwest Fresno residents are coming together to fight back against crime in their 

neighborhood.  About twenty children and their parents joined hands in a prayer vigil Friday.  

Organizers say violent crime has gotten out of control on their streets.  Three people were shot 

earlier this month less than a mile from where the vigil was held.  Just Thursday night, a man 

was shot over a traffic dispute.  And as we reported earlier in this newscast, a teenager was shot 

and killed outside the Boys and Girls Club last night.  Residents say they've had enough 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/31/10, :43 Seconds, Local 

Two men have been arrested in connection to a home invasion robbery in the North Valley.  The 

robbery happened March 14th in Planada.  Merced County sheriff's deputies say Fernie Garza 

and Ricardo Romero forced their way into a house and held a woman at gunpoint while they 

searched for valuables.  The suspects ended up taking the victim's purse.  Investigators say the 

two confessed to the crime and both suspects remain in custody on charges of home invasion. 
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ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/31/10, :42 Seconds, Local 

The final day of a water festival in southwest Fresno had some people on edge.  Security officers 

checked all vehicles entering the Regional Sports Complex after a fatal beating on Saturday.  

Fortunately, the games and entertainment went on without further incident.  The identity of the 

young man who was beaten to death during a fight between two groups has not yet been made 

public.  Families were glad to see the beefed-up police presence. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/22/10, :15 Seconds, Local 

Fresno police are investigating a possible hate crime at a northwest Fresno home.  The 

homeowner discovered swastikas on the fence of his home in the area of Cornelia and Bullard.  

Action News reporter Sontaya Rose was live at the home with reaction from the homeowner. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 6/24/10, :32 Seconds, Local 

Fresno police are looking for the suspect in an armed robbery.  Detectives released this picture of 

the man he's described as mid 30's to 40 years old, over six feet tall and around 250 pounds.  The 

crime happened last Friday night at the Happy Market on Shields Avenue in southeast Fresno.  

The suspect wore a ski mask, acted like he had a gun, and demanded money while threatening to 

shoot the clerk.  The clerk handed over some money and the suspect ran away before officers 

arrived.  Anyone with information is asked to call police. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/27/10, :53 Seconds, Local 

Fresno police have made three arrests in connection with a string of armed robberies in Fresno‟s 

Tower District.  Police caught up with the suspects following a robbery early this morning, and 

they believe the group could be responsible for at least eight hold-ups in the area.  Action News 

first reported the crime spree last week after fearful residents set up a Facebook page and started 

sending out text message alerts. 

  

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/29/10, 2:01 Minutes, Local 

The heat is not what's drawing some families in at dusk.  Here in this neighborhood gang 

activity, shootings and crime signal not only summer but crime season.  Splashing around is a 

great escape from triple digit temperatures.  But come sunset, the laughter fades as this family 

heads indoors.  “We try to have the kids inside by the time it's dark, we all go inside by the time 

it‟s dark.  We turn on our light; we have our dog out here because there's too much things going 

on.”  Fresno Police Chief Jerry Dyer says hot temps mean hot tempers; once foot traffic picks up 

at sundown, so does crime.  That combination leads to fear and frustration among many 

residents.  "What I can say to those people that are living in those neighborhoods that have been 

plagued by gang violence is that we are there for you.  And we are going to continue to be there 

for you.  And we're going to do everything in our power to make your neighborhood safe." 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/30/10, :44 Seconds, Local 

Police Chief Jerry Dyer says he will reveal a new plan to make families feel safe in their 

neighborhoods.  Chief Dyer says as the temperatures go up, so does crime.  He says southwest 

Fresno is typically a hot spot for violent crime during summer months.  Once foot traffic picks 

up at sundown, so does crime.  It leads to fear and frustration among many residents. 
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ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 6/30/10, :48 Seconds, Local 

Merced County Sheriff's deputies have arrested two more suspects in connection to a murder-for-

money case in the North Valley.  The arrests come just days after a UC Merced student and his 

mother were arrested for the same crime.  20-year-old Erick Hernandez Camarillo and 37-year-

old Laura Hernandez are accused of murdering Hernandez's husband.  The victim, identified as 

40-year-old Alberta Macias, was the student's step-father.  Investigators now say they also 

arrested Hernandez's 16-year-old daughter yesterday and the daughter's boyfriend on Monday in 

connection to the homicide.  Investigators say they have the shooter in custody, but they're not 

saying which suspect is responsible at this time.  They say one of the four suspects shot Macias 

in a home near Dos Palos in March to collect almost one million dollars in life insurance money. 

 

OPRAH, 4/12/10, 4PM, 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 

The Most Dangerous Child Sex Offenders in America   

On today‟s show, Lisa Ling gains unprecedented access to the isolated American island that‟s 

home to hundreds of the nation‟s most violent sex offenders.  Of the nearly 300 predators who 

live there, only one is a woman.  Find out what she says all parents need to know.  Then, we‟ll 

tell you how four child molesters sharing their secrets brought thousands of victims out of the 

shadows.  Plus, another molester comes forward.   

 

OPRAH, 4/15/10, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Stay Alive” Expert Gavin de Becker Unveils:  The New Tool to Keep You Safe     

Every day, at least four women die at the hands of their husbands or boyfriends.  Could it happen 

to you?  Today we‟ll hear a chilling 911 call from a mom stuffed inside a garbage can.  Her ex-

husband wanted her dead.  Find out how this mother of two survived against all odds.  And, learn 

the warning signs and how to unlock the clues that could save you or someone you love when 

world famous “stay alive” expert Gavin de Becker shares his new, free, cutting-edge test.   

 

OPRAH, 4/27/10, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

A Rhodes Scholar, A Convicted Murderer:  The Ultimate Twist of Fate:   Have you ever 

wondered who has your exact same name and what their life is like?  Today, you'll see two men, 

both named Wes Moore.  One went on to become a Rhodes Scholar and Wall Street success.  

The other became a convicted killer and is serving a life sentence in prison.  In the ultimate twist 

of fate, you'll want to see how their unlikely relationship started and what they both have 

common - it's incredible!  Then, what could a priest, a swinger, and a father of eight possibly 

have in common?   

 

OPRAH, 5/06/10, 4PM 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Exclusive: A Tumor Covered Half Her Face & The Headline-Making Brothers Who Nearly 

Starved To Death - She was laughed at, pointed at, and children even cried in fear when they saw 

her walking down the street.  Ana Rodartay was diagnosed with neurofibromatosis, also known 

as NF, which is a disfiguring, incurable disease that literally destroyed her face.  Going out in 

public was pure torture, but after multiple surgeries, Ana is here to share her courageous story.  

And, meet the surgeon who gave Ana the courage to face the world.  Then, it was the headline 

that outraged the nation as four brothers nearly starved to death by their own parents.  Those 

brave young brothers have been through living hell and are here to share their incredible story of 
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survival.  Plus, meet the real-life heroes who opened their home and their hearts and gave them a 

life they never dreamed they could have.  

 

OPRAH, 06/07/10, 4pm 1 hour, syndication 

Best Of Oprah: The Children of Elizabeth Smart‟s Kidnapper Speak Out  

Wanda Barzee was a mother raising six children, a homemaker, and an organist at her church.  

Two decades later, she would take part in one of the most infamous kidnappings of our time - the 

abduction of Elizabeth Smart.  In this encore airing, Oprah talks to four of Barzee's six children 

who believe they were her first victims and reveal shocking revelations about their childhood.  

They'll discuss the devastating emotional abuse they say they suffered long before their 

stepfather Brian David Mitchell came into their lives.  They also share how they found out their 

mom was a suspect in the kidnapping of Elizabeth Smart. 

 

 

HEALTH CARE ISSUES IN THE CENTRAL VALLEY 2
ND

 QUARTER 2010 

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: FIGHTING THE FAT 

Sunday, April 11, 2010 , 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Sunday, May 23, 2010, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Saturday, June 5, 2010,  5:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

ABC 30, Children‟s Hospital Central California, The Fresno County Office of Education, and the 

Educational Employees Credit Union announce the latest Children First special, “Fighting the 

Fat”, a half-hour program airing Sunday, April 11, 2010 at 6:30 p.m. on ABC 30.  Hosted by 

Action News Anchors Warren Armstrong and Liz Harrison, this Children First Special focused 

on the growing number of overweight and obese children in the valley.  ABC-30 Action News 

reporters take an in-depth look at how families can help children exercise.  The Fresno County 

Fitness Challenge is a friendly competition designed to get all 34 school districts to be more 

physically active.  Hear from fitness guru Jerry Steinfeld and see how one boy lost 13 pounds.  

Action News also explores the medical problems associated with overweight kids.  Discover how 

a child‟s environment has an impact on the obesity rate.  See how community organizations are 

coming together to give kids more opportunities to play outdoors.  Are your kids bored with 

exercise?  Our local fitness expert shows us how to make fitness fun for children.  Plus learn how 

to work out with High-Tech gadgets.  Watch your waistline and your wallet!  Discover smart 

ways to shop for healthy foods that won‟t break the bank! 

 

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL CENTRAL CALIFORNIA : INVEST IN YOUR KIDS 

Sunday, June 20, 2010, 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Hosted by Action News Anchor Warren Armstrong and Graciela Moreno, ABC 30 goes inside 

the only Children‟s Hospital in the Central Valley.  See the specialized care given to sick and 

injured children.  Discover how the hospital is investing in top notch care for our children.  Some 

of the stories include Alyssa Dalleske, a 5-year-old Clovis girl with juvenile arthritis.  There are 

very few pediatric rheumatologists in the country, and Children‟s Hospital has two of them.  In 

the NICU, see how twins born weighing just two pounds can survive thanks to the specialized 

care in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit.  Sponsor Stories: The special will also include short 

stories or spots of some of the local fundraising efforts that are vital to the hospital‟s 
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sustainability.  Kids Day, Me „n Ed‟s Help a Child Campaign, Valero, The Children‟s Hospital 

Golf Tournament, Radiothon, and Change Bandits.  ABC 30 and Children‟s Hospital Central 

California continue a partnership that began in the 1970s with annual Telethons benefitting the 

hospital.  For the past 10 years, ABC 30 has produced television specials that continue to bring 

awareness about the pediatric facility known for top-notch medical care.  

 

VALLEY FOCUS,  4/18/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta: A Celebration of Children: We were joined 

by Marion Karian, Executive Director, to talk about their upcoming event.  EPU's mission is to 

strengthen and empower children and families facing extraordinary medical, developmental, and 

parenting challenges.  Each year, EPU serves over 3,000 children and families with special needs 

through early intervention, family support, parent education and training and child abuse 

prevention services.  Their upcoming fundraiser will be “Fiesta: A Celebration of Children".  

There are various ways you may volunteer with a corporate sponsorship, table sponsorship, 

underwriting opportunities and donating goods, services or merchandise for the auction. 

Segment #3:  Marjaree Mason Center: Fresno Area Construction Team Hardhats and Hearts.  We 

were joined by Pam Kallsen, Executive Director, to talk about their upcoming event.  Marjaree 

Mason Center holds two large annual fundraisers, and offers donors the opportunity to sponsor 

the events.  The F.A.C.T. Fundraiser is typically held in the spring and the Top Ten Professional 

Women Luncheon in the fall.  Each event offers unique opportunities for sponsor recognition.  

Despite tough times for the construction industry, the Fresno Area Construction Team (FACT) 

expects to raise more than 100,000 at the Hardhats and Hearts fundraiser.  All proceeds go to the 

Marjaree Mason Center, a shelter for battered women and children.  The event will feature live 

music, a live and silent auction.  FACT has raised more than half a million dollars to support 

victims of domestic violence. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS,  5/09/10 at 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #3  Patient Pictures: Hinds Hospice:  We were joined by Kathleen Stefani, Community 

Development Coordinator, Hinds Hospice Merced and Roger Wyan, Photographer, to talk about 

their organization.  Hinds Hospice Merced has created a photo exhibit Honoring the Journey:  

PORTRAITS OF LIFE that will be on display at the Paul Mullins Studio from April 1 through 

May 28, 2010.  The exhibit was inspired as a way to provide a visual education experience that 

would expand the community awareness of Hospice care.  The exhibit features both black and 

white and color photographs of eleven hospice patients, their families, and hospice caregivers 

taken by U.C. Merced photographer Roger Wyan.  Through the photos, and the stories that 

accompany them, viewers are able to obtain a glimpse into the compassionate world of hospice 

care.  “My goal from the beginning was to present an educational exhibit that would expand 

community awareness of hospice care,” states Kathleen Stefani, Community Relations 

Coordinator for Hinds Hospice Merced.  “Hospice is a philosophy of care in action created to 

help people live with dignity, comfort, and compassion at the end of life.  Approximate only 

35% percent of all deaths in the United States are under the care of a hospice program.  Hospice 

care needs to be viewed as an essential part of the healthcare continuum.  My hope is that this 

exhibit will open the door to expanding hospice care to those in need of our support.  I am truly 

grateful to the individuals and their families who invited us into their homes and shared their 

lives and stories.  Without their generous hearts, this exhibit would never have been possible,” 

shares Kathleen.  Photographer Roger Wyan stresses that, “During the project, the reoccurring 
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themes that keep coming up are life, love, and family.  Kathleen and I have been received with 

dignity and grace under sometimes difficult conditions.  Hinds‟ logo is „honoring the journey‟.  It 

is my sincerest hope that through these pictures and words, we are able to honor not only the 

journey, but also the lives of those in Hinds Hospice care.” 

Segment: #4:  Children First: Fighting the Fat:  Action News Reporter DeShaunta Bullock on the 

Governor‟s Fitness Challenge.  Here in the valley, thousands of students made a pledge to get in 

shape by taking the Governor‟s Fitness Challenge.  Schools and students are competing to be the 

best.  But the real winners are changing their lives through competition.  The winning school will 

receive a new 100 thousand dollar fitness center. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, MAY 23, 2010 AT 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2:  United Way of Fresno County:  Day of Action Book Drive.  We were joined by 

Linda Dippel, Marketing Director, The United Way to talk about the Book Drive May 17-June 

20.  Fifty-nine percent of children in Fresno County live in low income neighborhoods with 

limited access to books.  Sixty-one percent of those families do not have one single book.  

Academic success is related to the number of books found in a home.  Since its inception, the 

Central Valley Book Bank, a project of United Way, has given away over 950,000 books without 

costs to teachers, schools and libraries and community-based organizations with the mission of 

making sure every child in Fresno County has at least one book of their own.  Simply collect 

new and used books for children K-8
th

 Grade and deliver them between May 17 and June 21, our 

Day of Action. 

Segment #4:  Children First: Fighting the Fat “Packages”:  Action News Anchor Margot Kim 

shows us why so many kids are being diagnosed with Diabetes.  Pediatric Endocrinologist Dr. 

Swati Banerjee is seeing younger and younger patients with diabetes.  The Centers for Disease 

Control says obese children are more likely to develop high blood pressure, high cholesterol, 

heart disease and bone and joint problems.  A study by UCLA showed children who watched TV 

or played video games for more than two hours a day, were less likely to eat fruits and 

vegetables. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/20/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #3:  Healthy Lifestyle Fitness Camp: Parks, After School, Recreation and Community 

Service.  We were joined by Amanda Cogdill, Recreation Specialist and Ivonne Der Torosian, 

Community Benefits and Community Health Manager, to talk about their organization.  The 

Healthy Lifestyle Fitness Camp is a free camp and created to provide local youth with fun-filled 

summer fitness opportunity, which inspires them to embrace a healthy lifestyle, build self-esteem 

and develop a positive self-image.  Camp also focuses on family health and wellness habits to 

give campers a solid foundation for their weight loss success.  The camp received a statewide 

award for excellence in both 2008 from the California Parks and Recreation Society and in 2009 

for the Governor‟s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. 

Segment #4:  Children First: Fast Track to Health Package:  Our latest Children First Special: 

Fighting the Fat took an in-depth look at Children‟s Health.  Creating healthy meals and snacks 

can be a challenge for busy families.  Fast food is sometimes a quicker and cheaper option.  For 

more information on this story, go to ABC30.com and click on Children First: Fighting the Fat. 
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VALLEY FOCUS, 6/27/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #3:  Children First Package: Children‟s Diabetes: Valley doctors are seeing an 

alarming rise in disease in children that used to affect mainly adults.  Action News anchor 

Margot Kim shows us why so many kids are being diagnosed with diabetes. 

Segment #4: Children First Package: Healthy Active Lifestyle: Daily physical activity is 

fundamental to a child‟s health, but environmental challenges can sometimes stand in the way.  

Action News anchor Graciela Moreno shows us how where you live can hinder a child‟s ability 

to lead a healthy, active lifestyle. 

LATINO LIFE, 5/16/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #3:  Access to Exercise:   What stands in the way of exercise for some south Fresno 

children.   

 

CHILDREN FIRST: FIGHTING THE FAT, Sunday, May 23 @ 10am on ABC30. 

 

LATINO LIFE,  6/6/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Support for Latino cancer patients.  The American Cancer Society has a new 

support group for Latino patients.  Guest: Korina Mendoza/American Cancer Society.  Entre 

Amigos 

Clinica Sierra Vista, 1945 North Fine, Fresno, 6-7:30pm phone (559) 451-0722   

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/28/10, :29 Seconds, Local 

In tonight's health watch; how hot peppers could help burn calories.  Researchers at the UCLA 

Center for Human Nutrition found the burn from eating peppers can raise body temperatures and 

make you expend more energy, which could help people lose weight.  The study found people 

who consumed the highest levels of capsaicin in peppers nearly doubled the number of calories 

they burned and also showed fat burning.  Researchers say it's not clear how much it would help 

with actual weight loss because they only tested response to a single meal. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/29/10, 2:18 Minutes, Local 

Pertussis, commonly known as whooping cough, is a very contagious respiratory illness.  The 

bacteria that causes it is spread through the air when a person coughs or sneezes, and cases are 

on the rise.  Fresno County health officials say they‟re treating more people for coughing fits so 

violent victims can't catch their breath.  Isidro Fragoza, Health Education Specialist with the 

Fresno County Health Department says whooping cough has already claimed a life this year.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/30/10, :26 Seconds, Local 

Insurance giant Anthem Blue Cross has reversed course, deciding it won't dramatically raise 

health insurance rates after all.  Anthem Blue Cross created a big stir back in January when it 

announced rates would be increased by 39 percent for California customers but anthem today 

called that hike an "inadvertent miscalculation".  The insurer says it will use new methods for 

calculating insurance rates and will seek state approval for a much smaller hike next month. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/29/10, 2:21 Minutes, Local 

Just a few months ago, Governor Schwarzenegger was openly critical of parts of the plan, 

including the expansion of Medicaid, which will cost the state an additional $2-3 billion dollars a 
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year beginning in 2017.  The reversal angers fiscal conservatives.  The first move will be to 

create a high risk coverage pool with the feds to cover some Californians who have pre-existing 

conditions and refused insurance.  Washington will give the state nearly $800 million dollars for 

that.  Then the state will enforce new rules that eliminate lifetime payout limits and allow 

children to stay on their parents' policy until the age of 26.  It is supposed to provide coverage to 

some of the 8 million uninsured in this state.  Much of the costs are pushed several years down 

the road long after Schwarzenegger leaves office. 

             

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/29/10, :46 Seconds, Local 

We heard about a huge honor for a valley doctor who works with low income students.  Dr. 

Kathy Flores created the Doctor's Academy Program at Sunnyside High School in southeast 

Fresno.  The program helps students prepare for careers in health and medicine.  Today a non-

profit organization called the James Irvine Foundation recognized her efforts by awarding her 

125 thousand dollars.  Doctor Flores says the money will go right back to students. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/29/10, :40 Seconds, Local 

Students at U.C. Merced will soon have four new minors to choose from.  The university has 

added minors in chemical sciences, environmental sciences and sustainability, as well as Chicano 

studies and public health.  They'll be available to students starting in the fall.  Administrators say 

the new minors will prepare students to take on some of society's most challenging problems.  

Students we spoke with say it's great to have even more opportunities for their education. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/29/10, :51 Seconds, Local 

Fresno County health officials are on alert because of a sudden rise in whooping cough cases.  

An infant recently died because of whooping cough.  The Fresno County Health Department has 

already confirmed 35 cases of whooping cough this year.  Twenty more are under investigation.  

In a normal year, about 25 cases are reported in the county.  Whooping cough, also known as 

Pertussis, is a contagious respiratory illness.  Symptoms start off similar to the common cold 

cough, runny nose or fever.  Adults and teenagers can develop a violent cough that is 

accompanied by a whooping sound.  Children under 6 months may stop breathing, turn blue or 

even have seizures.  Experts say the disease is easily preventable.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/30/10, 1:50 Minutes, Local 

Gary Byde is going into this backyard without the homeowner's permission.  But he's not a 

burglar.  In fact, he's trying to save lives.  Byde is checking on neglected pools behind foreclosed 

homes and he's finding breeding grounds for the West Nile virus.  A pool like this can literally 

create thousands and thousands of mosquitoes for this neighborhood and create not only a 

nuisance, but a true health hazard.  Mosquito control officers can control the larvae with fish and 

a spray.  But the foreclosure crisis made it hard to control stagnant water in pools as people and 

banks left those looking like this.  In 2007, the Mosquito Control District found 440 neglected 

pools in Fresno County.  This year, officers have already found more than 1300. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/27/10, :37 Seconds, Local 

Your zip code could determine how long you'll live.  A 10-year study by the Central Valley 

Health Policy Institute found quality of life depends on where people live.  The study identified 

people who live in certain zip codes face the most challenges such as 93706 in southwest Fresno.  
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The study says the area lacks sufficient green space to encourage physical activity has only one 

major grocery store and is plagued with high unemployment. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/27/10, :32 Seconds, Local 

On Capitol Hill, lawmakers wanted to know if there's enough supervision of pharmaceutical 

companies that make drugs for kids.  They focused on Johnson and Johnson, where problems led 

to the largest known recall of over-the-counter products for children.  Over the past eight 

months, the company issued three voluntary recalls of products like Tylenol, Motrin, and Zyrtec, 

following quality control issues at a manufacturing plant which remains closed.  While public 

health risk was low, the FDA says the problems should have never happened. 

   

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/27/10, 1:43 Minutes, Local 

With childhood obesity a great concern these days, state lawmakers want to crack down on what 

daycare facilities give children to drink.  One proposal bans whole milk, limits 100% fruit juice 

to just one serving a day, and prohibits beverages with natural or artificial sweeteners.  The 

Centers for Disease Control says about one of every four children between the ages of 2 and 5 

has a high body mass index which can lead to type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, and other 

health problems. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30pm, 5/27/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

Some help is headed to seniors with high prescription bills ahead of schedule.  Health and 

Human Services Department officials will be sending out the 250 dollar checks beginning June 

tenth, five days earlier than expected.  The money goes to Medicare recipients who fall into the 

prescription drug coverage gap.  It‟s part of a new benefit this year from president Obama‟s 

health care overhaul law.  Officials estimate about four million seniors and disabled people will 

get checks this year. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/27/10,:34 Seconds, Local 
A new study concludes indoor tanning beds increase your risk for the deadliest kind of skin 

cancer.  University of Minnesota researchers found people who use any type of tanning bed for 

any amount of time are seventy-four percent more likely to develop melanoma.  Frequent users 

are up to three times more likely.  Previous studies have questioned whether the practice is safe, 

or if the type of tanning bed affects the risk.  But researchers say this study concludes there is a 

risk regardless.  Doctors say the study provides more proof for stricter government regulation of 

tanning beds. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM , 5/28/10, :54 Seconds, Local 

Heat isn't the only thing that makes parents sweat this time of year.  Summer is the most 

dangerous season for children.  Doctors say this is the time of the year when children can pick up 

unhealthy eating habits, which can lead to obesity.  Many kids tend to drink beverages high in 

sugar or caffeine.  But the biggest danger during the summer is swimming.  Doctors say the most 

important water safety tip is supervision. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/28/10, :30 Seconds, Local 

A new study shows there's new hope for overweight girls at risk for type two diabetes.  The 

National Institute for Health found that women who were overweight through childhood but lost 
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weight as they got older were not more likely to become diabetic than those who had normal 

weight as children.  Researchers say the study shows reversing weight gain in overweight kids is 

critical in lowering their risk of developing diabetes as adults. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/28/10, :30 Seconds, Local 

Researchers say they've made a discovery that may lead to a cure for breast cancer.  In a study 

released today, researchers from the Cleveland clinic say they've come up with a vaccine that 

may not only treat, but also prevent one of the biggest threats known to women.  The vaccination 

prevents breast cancer tumors from forming in animals, while stopping the growth of existing 

tumors.  The researchers want to start testing the vaccine in humans, hopefully in the next year.  

The research is published in the journal 'Nature Medicine.'  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/2/10, :35 Seconds, Local 

New study shows a link between asthma and obesity.  But the exact reason is still a mystery.  

Several studies in the past have shown an association between the two but doctors with the Palo 

Alto Medical Research Institute now say the link is confirmed.  Researchers looked at 45-

hundred men and women, a third of whom were obese.  They determined the likelihood of 

asthma rose as the body mass index increased.  For the most obese individuals, the risk of asthma 

more than tripled.  Doctors say inflammation associated with obesity, or a possible resistance to 

insulin may explain the link. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/28/10, :35 Seconds, Local 

Women could someday know well in advance when they will go into menopause, just from a 

blood test.  Scientists say a study of a particular hormone level could be a first step toward 

developing a tool to help women decide when they want to have children.  The research will be 

presented tomorrow at a European fertility conference.  The test does not predict when women 

will lose their fertility, but if doctors know when women will go into menopause, they can 

calculate roughly when they will run out of eggs.  Scientists say the test could be especially 

helpful in identifying early menopause. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/28/10, 1:53 Minutes, Local 

These centers open when it hits 105.  The city's pools open for free from 1 to 5.  Earlier it was 

packed with dozens of kids and parents looking to save on their cooling bills.  Hot spells are 

facts of life in the valley that can lead to health problems such as difficulty breathing or 

dehydration if exposed too long.  When temperatures are expected to climb to 105 degrees or 

higher, the city opens four pools to the public.  Two are in southeast and two in southwest 

Fresno.  This year four community centers are available for Fresnans to hide from the scorching 

weather.  Last year two more centers were open but the city claims demand is down this year. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/28/10, :42 Seconds, Local 

In this morning's health watch - a new study is raising concerns about a popular medicine and a 

link to heart attacks.  Avandia is prescribed to patients with diabetes.  But mounting evidence 

suggests the drug may be responsible for hundreds of thousands of heart attacks, stroke, and 

deaths.  A new FDA study found a 25 percent increase in heart failure, a 27 percent increase in 

stroke, and 14 percent increase in death among seniors taking Avandia.  Doctors are now saying 

it's time to take Avandia off the market.  
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/29/10, :25 Seconds, Local 

The Obama administration is turning up the heat on tanning salons across the country.  Starting 

this Thursday, salon owners will impose a 10-percent tax on indoor tanning services.  The tax is 

meant to help fund the 940-billion dollar health care overhaul bill passed earlier this year.  It 

applies to electronic products designed for tanning which use one or more ultraviolet lamps.  

Other sunless tanning options such as spray tans and tanning lotions are not included in the tax. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/29/10, :45 Seconds, Local 

With dwindling community resources from Fresno County‟s Mental Health Services, police 

agencies from throughout the central valley are training for encounters with mentally ill people.  

Fresno Police Chief Jerry Dyer said this afternoon that funding for a three day training event 

comes from a county mental health services act.  Officers throughout the county will undergo the 

training.  This helps law enforcement deal with the mentally ill.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/29/10, 2:00 Minutes, Local 

By law, people who work outside in the heat must be provided with shade, water and heat illness 

training.  But critics have said the existing rules are too vague.  So, within the next few weeks, 

California‟s Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board, or Cal OSHA, is expected to 

adopt some revisions to current guidelines making them more specific.  For example, if 

temperatures reach above 85 degrees, shade must be easily accessible and provided for at least 

25 percent of employees.  When temperatures soar above 90, water needs to be plentiful and iced 

and if it's more than 95 outside, employees be monitored more closely for heat-related illnesses. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/29/10, :29 Seconds, Local 

Federal funding will help the valley strengthen valley health care and create new opportunities.  

About three million dollars is being granted to the valley to provide job training and job 

placement to more than 300 valley residents.  The funding was awarded to State Center 

Community College District which works with area hospitals and community colleges to offer 

training and job placement.  The money was made available through the Department of Labor's 

community-based job training program. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/30/10, :38 Seconds, Local 

The Food and Drug Administration is urging meat producers to limit the amount of antibiotics 

they give to their animals.  The agency is recommending producers use drugs only when 

medically necessary and under a veterinarian's supervision.  The FDA says antibiotics in meat 

pose a serious public health threat because it creates drug-resistant bacteria that can infect 

humans.  Antibiotics have been given to animals for more than 50 years.  The FDA 

acknowledges the practice has had tremendous benefits to animal and human health.  The agency 

says it's concerned when producers use antibiotics on healthy animals to speed growth and 

reduce feed costs.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/30/10, :29 Seconds, Local 

Anthem Blue Cross is now planning to raise its insurance premiums an average of 14 percent.  

Earlier this year, the health insurance company withdrew a plan to increase rates following 

complaints by consumers and President Obama.  In April, Wellpoint announced plans to raise 
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rates to an average of 25 percent.  WellPoint is the parent company of Blue Cross.  The new rate 

hike will be capped at 20 percent.  Officials hope the new rates will take effect September first 

after regulators review them. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM 3/30/10, 25 Seconds, Local 

Some special visitors came to the Farmers Market on the Fulton Mall today to promote the 

importance of exercising and eating healthy.  The Fresno Fuego soccer players signed autographs 

and played games with the children to show them how fun it can be to be active.  The team 

partnered with the Central Valley Health Network and Champions for Change.  The farmers 

market on the mall runs year-round from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every Wednesday and Friday. 

 

MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHS #26 

Saturday, April 26
th

, 5:00PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

In this quarterly health newsmagazine, Dr. Dean Edell examines how genes, stem cells and 

regenerative medicine are helping sick and injured people, gives answers to questions every 

patient should ask, looks at technology, and puts medical help in the palm of your hands and digs 

into the science of memory. 

 

CONNECT WITH KIDS:  

Sunday, June 20
th

, 2010, 10:00AM :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Parenting in the Age of Alcohol 

In the lives of American kids, there is no drug more likely to be used, none more often consumed 

nor in greater amount, and none more likely to result in harm than alcohol.  It is the most 

misunderstood drug of all and to kids, educators, policymakers, and parents, there are few issues 

more frightening or perplexing. 

 

MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHS #27 

Sunday, June 6, 2010, 12PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

In this quarterly health newsmagazine, Dr. Dean Edell examines breakthroughs in cosmetic 

surgery, new treatments for vision problems, test tub medicine and the Future Human: Linking 

Man with Machine. 

 

OPRAH, 4/05/10, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDCATION 

Humdinger Follow-Ups:  What Happened After She Lost 175 Pounds?  Today we‟re following 

up with some memorable Oprah show guests.  First, we cheered her phenomenal 175 pound 

weight loss, but what happened when the celebration was over?  Then, a transgender teen we met 

three years ago joins us for an update we never could have predicted.  We‟ll also check in with a 

single mother of two who told us she swallowed more than 7,000 pain killers a year.  Was she 

able to kick the habit and reconcile with her daughter?  And, we‟ll take a look at how life has 

changed in just a few short months for the winner of Oprah‟s Karaoke Challenge.  Abraham 

McDonald tells us what happened after he won $250,000 and a chance to record a song with 

famed music producer L.A. Reid.   

 

OPRAH, 5/06/10, 4PM 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Exclusive: A Tumor Covered Half Her Face & The Headline-Making Brothers Who Nearly 

Starved to Death - She was laughed at, pointed at and children even cried in fear when they saw 
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her walking down the street.  Ana Rodartay was diagnosed with neurofibromatosis, also known 

as NF, which is a disfiguring, incurable disease that literally destroyed her face.  Going out in 

public was pure torture, but after multiple surgeries, Ana is here to share her courageous story.  

Meet the surgeon who gave Ana the courage to face the world.  Then, it was the headline that 

outraged the nation – four brothers nearly starved to death by their own parents.  Those brave 

young brothers have been through living hell and are here to share their incredible story of 

survival.  Plus, meet the real-life heroes who opened their home and their hearts and gave them a 

life they never dreamed they could have.  

 

OPRAH, 5/12/10, 4PM, 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 

If you‟re sick and tired of being overweight and miserable, this show could change your life.  

New York Times best-selling author Geneen Roth‟s book, “Women, Food and God” has ignited 

a revolution that is helping women free themselves from the vicious cycle of yo-yo dieting by 

getting to the core of why they‟re overweight.  During the hour, viewers share how her book has 

inspired and helped them keep the weight off for good. 

 

PSA     LENGTH    AIRED 

Exceptional Parents Unlimited       :30         17 

Community Calendar        :30       142 

ABC30/Letter Carriers Food Drive      :30       115 

Bone Marrow Foundation        :30         33 

 

 

EDUCATIONAL ISSUES FOR THE 2
ND

 QUARTER 2010 

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: FIGHTING THE FAT 

Sunday, April 11, 2010 , 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Sunday, May 23, 2010, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Saturday, June 5, 2010,  5:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

ABC 30, Children‟s Hospital Central California, the Fresno County Office of Education, and the 

Educational Employees Credit Union announce the latest Children First special, “Fighting the 

Fat”, a half-hour program airing on Sunday, April 11, 2010 at 6:30 p.m. on ABC 30.  Hosted by 

Action News Anchors Warren Armstrong and Liz Harrison, this Children First Special focuses 

on the growing number of overweight and obese children in the valley.  ABC-30 Action News 

reporters take an in-depth look at how families can help children exercise.  The Fresno County 

Fitness Challenge is a friendly competition designed to get all 34 school districts to be more 

physically active.  Hear from fitness guru Jerry Steinfeld and see how one boy lost 13 pounds.  

Action News also explores the medical problems associated with overweight kids.  Discover how 

a child‟s environment has an impact on the obesity rate.  See how community organizations are 

coming together to give kids more opportunities to play outdoors.  Are your kids bored with 

exercise?  Our local fitness expert shows us how to make fitness fun for children.  Plus, learn 

how to work out with High-Tech gadgets.  Watch your waistline and your wallet!  Discover 

smart ways to shop for healthy foods that won‟t break the bank! 
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MUD TO DUST:  INSIDE THE CLOVIS RODEO 

Sunday, April 17, 2010, 7:00PM, 1 Hour, Local 

Sunday, May 2, 2010 , 4PM, 1 Hour, Local 

Hosted by Action News Anchor Nancy Osborne, this historical special looks at the Clovis Rodeo 

from inception to the current circuit.  The Clovis Rodeo Association talked about the last 96 

years of the Clovis Rodeo and the history of the event.  Ropers with all levels of experience 

compete for top prize money and custom-made saddles that say Clovis Roping Champion Heeler 

or Header.  All ropers who compete must be members of the National Team Roping Association. 

 

CONNECT WITH KIDS:  

Sunday, June 20
th

, 2010, 10:00AM :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Parenting in the Age of Alcohol:  In the lives of American kids, there is no drug more likely to 

be used, none more often consumed nor in greater amount, and none more likely to result in 

harm than alcohol.  It is the most misunderstood drug of all and to kids, educators, policymakers, 

and parents, there are few issues more frightening or perplexing. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS 4/18/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Fresno Historical Society: Historic Home Tours:  We were joined by Carole Lester, 

Public Relations/ Events Director to talk about their upcoming event.  For the past 28 years, the 

Fresno Historical Society has sponsored this annual tour of historic homes in the Valley, 

celebrating residential architecture, landscape and the lifestyles associated with them.  Each year, 

the tour inspires us to value our built heritage, to participate in preserving it, and to take part in 

the dialogue regarding the development of neighborhoods.  Walk down streets of an established 

neighborhood and have the opportunity to step into four or five homes in that neighborhood, with 

the opportunity to sit in on a talk that explores the history of the area, the architecture of the 

neighborhood, and details regarding each of the homes on the tour.  A special evening event will 

also be held, staged in the garden of one of the homes that includes a light supper and nighttime 

tour of all the residences. 

Segment #2:  Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta: A Celebration of Children:  We were joined 

by Marion Karian, Executive Director to talk about their upcoming event.  EPU's mission is to 

strengthen and empower children and families facing extraordinary medical developmental, and 

parenting challenges.  Each year, EPU serves over 3,000 children and families with special needs 

through early intervention, family support, parent education and training and child abuse 

prevention services.  Their upcoming fundraiser will be “Fiesta: A Celebration of Children".  

There are various ways you may volunteer with a corporate sponsorship, table sponsorship, 
underwriting opportunities and donating goods, services or merchandise for the auction. 

Segment #4:  Valley Animal Center:  Pennies 4 Pets:  We were joined by Brittnee Maxfield, 

Special Events Coordinator, Valley Animal Center, Jeff Tuck, Financial Service Officer, Union 

Bank, Fashion Fair Branch to talk about their fundraiser.  On Saturday, April 10, the Valley 

Animal Center and Union Bank will kick off their 7
th

 Annual “Pennies 4 Pets” change drive 

fundraiser to benefit homeless dogs and cats in the central valley.  Each year, the Valley Animal 

Center partners with the local Union Bank to collect change, cash, and check donations to help 

care for the animals residing in the Valley Animal Center‟s no-kill shelter.  
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VALLEY FOCUS, 5/09/10 at 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Fresno State Kremen School of Education and Human Development:  Fresno State 

Teachers and Friends of Education Honor Wall.  We were joined by Rich Firpo, Director, 

Teachers Internship Program, CSUF and Janell Tatsumura, Coordinator, Liberal Studies 

Program, CSUF to talk about their upcoming event.  California State University, Fresno officials 

and supporters will break ground at 9 a.m. Wednesday, May 6, on a new Teachers and Friends of 

Education Honor Wall in front of the Kremen Education Building.  The 4-foot by 75-foot wall 

will be the second monument for which individuals may buy commemorative bricks honoring a 

teacher, coach or anyone who supports education.  The original Teachers and Friends of 

Education Honor Wall was built in 1999 and the sale of bricks continues to grow every year, said 

Dr. Robert Monke, chair of the Honor Wall Committee.  There is no room for new bricks in the 

first wall, so the second must be erected.  At Wednesday's groundbreaking, Fresno State 

President John D. Welty will be joined by Richard Spencer of Harris Construction Co., Beth 

Dooley, CEO of Educational Employees Credit Union, and Dr. Paul Beare, Dean of the Kremen 

School of Education and Human Development.  The second honor wall is possible due to the 

generosity of Harris Construction and the credit union, both long-time supporters of education 

and Fresno State.  "Proceeds from the sales of the bricks are returned to education by helping to 

improve technology used in training teachers throughout Central California," he said.  For a $100 

donation, a brick is inscribed with the honoree's name and a few words about why the person is 

being honored.  A letter is sent to each honoree naming the person who bought the brick with a 

certificate of recognition signed by Beare.  Bricks can be ordered online at 

www.teacherhonorwall.com, using a form available at any Educational Employees Credit Union 

branch or by calling 559.278.0205.  The Kremen Education Building is at 5005 N. Maple Ave. 

(just north of Shaw Avenue).   

Segment #2:  CSUF Summer Arts:  Classes and Registration:  We were joined by Jackie 

Doumaian, Community Outreach Specialist to talk about their upcoming enrollment.  Summer 

Arts offers two-week long workshops in theatre, dance, music, visual arts, creative writing, new 

media, and arts education.  All workshops carry three units of transferable undergraduate or 

graduate university credit.  Summer Arts workshops are very intense, usually running 12-14 

hours each day, including weekends.  This structure provides a unique environment for working 

intimately with some of the best artists and master teachers in the world today.  Because of the 

intensity of the workshops, participants have told us that they feel their creative process is 

accelerated.  Not only have we found this to be true, but we also find that the intimate working 

environment fosters lifelong friendships and professional relationships. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, MAY 23, 2010, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Cochlear:  Hearing Loss Education:  We were joined by Linda Day, Awareness 

Network Managers, Pacific Northwest to talk about their organization.  May is Better Speech and 

Hearing month and an opportunity to educate the general public about hearing loss and how 

hearing loss can affect one‟s life.  Cochlear implants would be the last option for most people as 

they would likely benefit from hearing aids long before they would qualify for an implant.  

Hearing Aids are great and people who think they may have a hearing loss should go for a 

hearing test to determine which kind of hearing aid would work best for them.  There has been 

tremendous advancement of hearing aid technology and for those who no longer benefit from 

hearing aids, cochlear implants are bringing the world of sound back to many in the valley who 

were unable to function in a hearing world. 

http://www.teacherhonorwall.com/
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VALLEY FOCUS, MAY 23, 2010 AT 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2:  United Way of Fresno County:  Day of Action Book Drive.  We were joined by 

Linda Dippel, Marketing Director, The United Way to talk about the Book Drive May 17-June 

20.  Fifty-nine percent of Children in Fresno County live in low income neighborhoods with 

limited access to books.  Sixty-one percent of those families do not have one single book.  

Academic success is related to the number of books found in a home.  Since its inception, the 

Central Valley Book Bank, a project of United Way, has given away over 950,000 books without 

costs to teachers, schools and libraries and community-based organizations with the mission of 

making sure every child in Fresno County has at least one book of their own.  Simply collect  

new and used books for children K-8
th

 Grade and deliver them between May 17 and June 21, our 

Day of Action. 

Segment #3:   Fresno City College Senior Musical Revue:  New Wrinkles.  We were joined by 

Don La Mont to talk about their upcoming event.  New Wrinkles 2010 and the not-ready-for-

retirement players take you across the USA.  With music, song and those ever popular one-liners 

the central valley‟s premiere senior citizen review takes you on an energizing coast to coast 

experience.  Financial donations to the recently organized New Wrinkles Foundation are utilized 

to aid ongoing enhancements and quality production for each New Wrinkles presentation. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/6/2010, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes,  Local 

Segment #1:  Pacific News Service:  The Know Youth Media:  We were joined by Mai Der 

Vang, Youth Media Director and Jaleese Vickers, Youth Journalist, The Know Youth Media.  In 

2006, over 25 young people began participating in weekly afterschool media workshops in West 

Fresno.  With little space to meet, the youth congregated in the hallway of a two-story building at 

the corner of Fresno and Irwin streets.  At first, many of them came because their friends brought 

them.  But as months passed, they kept coming every week and began to grow in their 

knowledge of media and writing.  Almost three years later the group has emerged into what the 

community now acknowledges as The kNOw Youth Media!  Their mission is to engage teens in 

media creation as a vehicle for creating wider public awareness around youth issues.  Through 

this they aim to build community among youth, improve their literacy skills and increase the 

quality of life for all families in the Central Valley.  They are a project of Pacific News 

Service/New America Media (PNS/NAM), the country's first and largest national collaboration 

and advocate of over 2,000 ethnic news organizations.  PNS/NAM is dedicated to bringing the 

voices of ethnic groups, immigrants, young people, and elderly into the national arena. 

Segment #2:  Pacific News Service:  The Beat Within, Partner of Focus Forward, National 

Writing Program Reaches out to incarcerated Youth in Fresno.  We were joined by Mai Der 

Vang, Youth Media Director and Nigel Medhurst, Volunteer Facilitator, The Beat Within.  The 

Beat Within (www.thebeatwithin.org) has published a weekly magazine of writing and art from 

inside Juvenile Halls since 1996.  This nationally recognized publication opens a window into 

the lives of those young people whom this society is leaving behind in so many ways.  Each 

week our team of volunteers do 40+ one-hour workshops in Juvenile Halls in Alameda, San 

Francisco, Santa Clara, Marin, Santa Cruz and San Mateo Counties, as well as in New Mexico, 

Arizona, Minnesota and New York.  In 2008, The Beat Within began workshops in Fresno 

County‟s Juvenile Justice Campus in partnership with “The kNOw” magazine, a youth media 

project based in West Fresno, and Focus Forward, a local arts program inside Fresno‟s Juvenile 

Justice Campus. 

http://news.newamericamedia.org/news/
http://news.newamericamedia.org/news/
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Segment #3:  Fresno Art Museum:  Summer Exhibitions & Artists Conversations:  We were 

joined by Eva Torres, Interim Executive Director to talk about this summer‟s Art Exhibit.  

Barbara Van Arnam has a fascination with our natural world which has formed the bedrock for 

her work in her exhibition titled Natural Passages.  Creating shadow and light in swirling 

pigment, she sets the stage for the images in the painting.  Of late, her work has taken on a new 

significance as she simplifies light and dark, while incorporating once-living material which 

often escapes our notice.  Phil Bowers is a local artist who has shown at the Fresno Art Museum 

in the past.  The title of his exhibition, “No Title” says a great deal about this artist who works 

very hard at remaining an enigma -- you won‟t find him on the Web!  The works to be exhibited 

are drawings and colorful collages created from unexpected materials.  Bert Ihlenfeld uses a 

small Sony Cyber-Shot camera to explore the headlights and taillights of late-model 

automobiles.  This camera is well within the means of most people‟s reach and shows that you 

don‟t have to hold out for that fancy camera to create compelling works of art.  His oversized 

painterly images glimmer with life and bring inanimate objects alive in a uniquely exciting 

manner.  Special Opening Event: An Evening Of Ansel Adams: Passion in Photography 

Saturday, March 27, 2010  6-9 PM and  Disparate Works of Art form an exhibition that spans 

the Biblical creation story through a series of seven etchings contrasted by seven cartoon-like 

drawings that depict daily life in the death camps of World War II.  These two small series are 

bridged by a portfolio of insect images and are concluded by the poetry of Paul Celan and an 

artist‟s book that offers not only the question of life‟s meaning but of its survival.  

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/20/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1 & #2:  CSU Summer Arts: Performances and Classes:  We were joined by Jim 

Spalding, Director, CSU Summer Arts and Jacqueline Doumanian, Community Relations 

Specialist, to talk about their upcoming event.  CSU Summer Arts was created in 1985 during an 

Arts Faculty Institute in the woods of Kirkwood, California.  The CSU faculty and administrators 

were seeking a way to meet the needs of the arts students of the CSU and supplement the 

programs of the CSU's large and diverse Arts Colleges.  In its first incarnation, Summer Arts was 

a summer dance program housed on the campus of CSU Long Beach in 1985.  Because of 

overwhelming student needs, Summer Arts expanded its curriculum to include various arts 

genres, and in 1990, the Media Arts Festival.  The program was housed on the campus of Cal 

Poly San Luis Obispo in 1986 and 1987.  The program then moved to the campus of Humboldt 

State University, where it remained from 1988 through 1995 before moving to CSU Long Beach 

for the 1996 through 1998 seasons.  In 1999, Summer Arts relocated to the campus of CSU 

Fresno, where it will remain through 2011.  Summer Arts offers two-week long workshops in 

theatre, dance, music, visual arts, creative writing, new media, and arts education.  All 

workshops carry three units of transferable undergraduate or graduate university credit.  Summer 

Arts workshops are very intense, usually running 12-14 hours each day, including weekends.  

This structure provides a unique environment for working intimately with some of the best artists 

and master teachers in the world today.  Because of the intensity of the workshops, participants 

have told us that they feel their creative process is accelerated.  Not only have we found this to 

be true, but we also find that the intimate working environment fosters lifelong friendships and 

professional relationships.  As part of their residencies with Summer Arts, most guest artists will 

present a public event, which can be a lecture or performance.  In addition to the guest artist 

presentations, each workshop will stage a public culminating event featuring student work. 
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LATINO LIFE, 4/18/2010,10AM :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2  Teen Conference:  Reedley College is hosting a free conference for teenagers this 

week to help them make safer and healthier life choices.  Guests: Marisol Zamora/ Ca. Health 

Collaborative and Saul Ibarra/Sanger High student. 

Rebounding To Success: Saturday, April 24 at Reedley College.  Contact them at 244-4542 

Online Application for the Teen Conference.  Go to  

http://8threboundingtosuccess.eventbrite.com 

 

LATINO LIFE, 5/9/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #4:  Rebozo Festival:  A special festival on Mother‟s Day at Arte Americas in 

Downtown Fresno.  Learn the significance of the Rebozo.  Guests: Lourdes Sevilla/Rebozo 

Festival    Elva Rodriguez/Arte Americas 

Rebozo Festival is May 9, 2010 from 11am-2pm. Arte Americas Tickets: $35 

Controversial Name:  An art show with a controversial name honors the contributions of former 

undocumented immigrants. 

 

LATINO LIFE, 5/16/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Land of Opportunity:  A new project helping west valley families  make a living by 

growing a garden.  Guests: Jose Ramirez/Firebaugh City Manager & Alfredo Cuellar/Advisory 

Council.  Firebaugh Community Garden (559) 659-2043 

Segment #2:   Foto Novelas - Popular Mexican foto novelas:  how they are being used to 

educate.  Guests:  Fermin Chavez, Fotonovelas del valle, Martha Elizabeth Hernandez, 

fotonovelas del valle: Foto-Novelas del Valle (559) 579-5462 

fotonovelas@sbcglobal.net 

 

LATINO LIFE,  6/6/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2:  Nights In The Plaza:  The performers lined up for nights in the plaza.  

Carmencristina performs on Latino life.  Guests: Elva Rodriguez, Arte Americas Director and  

Carmencristina Moreno, singer-songwriter.  This event will be at Arte Americas Thursday-

Saturday  11am-5pm Sundays 1pm-5pm (559) 266-2623.     

Segment #3: Valley Poet With A Message:  A valley poet shares his latest work and has a 

message for students.  Guest: David Dominguez, poet: David.dominguez.@reedleycollege.edu. 

 

LATINO LIFE, 6/27/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #2:  Educating mom and dad.  A special program that gives valley parents the tools to 

help their kids succeed.  Guest: Alma El Issa, Piqe Executive Director 

Parent Institute for Quality Education: (559) 277-9858 and www.piqe.org. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/16/10, :51 Seconds, Local 
The man who wants oil and gas companies to help pay the cost for higher education here in 

California  brought his pitch to Fresno State.  Yesterday, State Assembly Member Alberta 

Torrico received a warm reception from students who say they're fed up with increasing fees at 

the school.  Torrico is the creator of State Assembly Bill 6-56.  If passed, AB 656 would allow 

the state to charge oil companies a twelve and a half percent extraction fee for drilling in 

California.  That money would then go toward budgets for the University of California, 

California State University and California Community College systems. 

http://8threboundingtosuccess.eventbrite.com/
mailto:fotonovelas@sbcglobal.net
mailto:David.dominguez.@reedleycollege.edu
http://www.piqe.org/
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ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 4/16/10, :22 Seconds, Local 

Today is the mail-in deadline for your census forms.  If you don't send your form out on time, a 

census worker will be sent to your home to ask you the questions.  Forms were mailed out across 

the valley last month to every home as part of the national count.  They help the federal 

government divide hundreds of billions of dollars to different parts of the country for education 

and other local needs. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/16/10, :23 Seconds, Local 

Hundreds of teachers will take part in tomorrow's Tulare County Teacher Recruitment Fair.  But 

this year, the event has been significantly scaled back.  The Tulare County Office of Education is 

holding a smaller event just for secondary and Special Ed teachers.  Officials say recent budget 

cutbacks are preventing them from hiring teachers for all grade levels.  Tomorrow's job fair goes 

from 9-12 at El Diamante High School in Visalia. 

 

AM LIVE SUNDAY, 6AM, 4/18/10, :56 Seconds, Local 

Nearly two hundred teachers looked for work at a south valley job fair Saturday.  Many were 

there because of cuts in their current districts.  About 15 districts from Tulare and Kings 

Counties participated in the career fair at El Diamante High School.  Districts say most of the 

positions available now are for single subject and special education teachers, and they're 

encouraging elementary school teachers facing lay-offs to consider careers in special ed. 

Teachers, meanwhile, are doing everything they can to find a position before the fall. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/20/10, :44 Seconds, Local 

The U.S. Department of Education is repealing a Bush-era policy that some critics say weakened 

federal law providing equal opportunities for female athletes.  It has sent letters about the change 

to more than 15-thousand school districts and 5-thousand college and university presidents.  

Schools and colleges must now provide stronger evidence that they offer equal opportunities for 

athletic participation under the federal Title 9 gender equity law.  It reverses a 2005 policy under 

former President George W. Bush that allowed schools to use just a survey to prove a lack of 

interest in starting a new women's sport.  The U.S. Education Secretary says discrimination 

continues to exist in college athletic programs and that the Obama administration will be vigilant 

about enforcing the law. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/20/10, :42 Seconds, Local 

While Pat Hill waits for Fresno State to deliver on its promised contract extension; Boise State is 

working on a deal that will pay head coach Chris Peterson more than 8-million dollars over the 

next five years.  Details still need to be approved by the Idaho State Board Of Education.  But 

under the new contract, Petersen will make a little less than 1.29 million this season, with a 

$200,000 incentive if he's still coaching the Broncos on February 1, 2011.  The deal calls for 

one-hundred thousand dollar raises each year after that and a 50-thousand dollar raise every time 

the broncos win 8-regular season games.  In four seasons, Petersen is 49-and-4 and has led the 

Broncos to three conference titles and two Fiesta Bowl victories. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 4/21/10, :39 Seconds, Local 

A San Francisco 4th grader is using her birthday to save teacher jobs and got more than she 

bargained for.  Julia Qiao had hoped to raise 500 dollars when she sent out a birthday party 

invitation to friends.  She asked them to donate to the foundation for Belmont-Redwood Shores 

schools instead of giving her a gift.  Her school district has a three million dollar deficit next 

year, and two dozen full-time teachers have been pink slipped.  So far, Julia has collected 45-

hundred dollars.  That includes friends' donations plus matching funds from businesses.  State 

schools Chief Jack O‟Connell sent her a certificate thanking her for her generosity.  He promised 

to work hard to restore education funding. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 4/21/10, :39 Seconds, Local 

People from here in the valley protesting cuts in education and other programs are headed to 

Sacramento this Midday.  Several hundred people boarded buses earlier today in northwest 

Fresno; marking the end of a 48-day march throughout California.  The 360-mile protest trek 

included six core marchers who say they braved the rain and heat to protest cuts to public 

education, public health and public safety.  The core group met with hundreds of Californians in 

the central valley as they walked from Bakersfield to Sacramento.  The group from central 

Fresno is meeting with thousands expected at the State Capitol.  The rally is believed to be one 

of the largest demonstrations in Sacramento in years. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/21/10, :34 Seconds, Local 

A new partnership is helping pave the way for local high school students take the next step in 

education.  Today, this 40 foot bus stopped by Edison High along with workers from the Cal-

State system.  It‟s one of many stops the bus will be making around the state.  Computers inside 

the bus helped give the students information on what they need to do to get into college and how 

to apply.  The purpose of this program is to help increase enrollment at the cal-state campuses.  

School officials announced 176 Edison students had been accepted into Fresno State for the fall 

semester because of the program. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/23/10, :56 Seconds, Local 

The controversial former leader of the "weather underground" made a visit to Fresno State this 

afternoon.  Ayers' radical group set off bombs at the pentagon, and many other government 

targets in the early 70's to protest the Vietnam War.  Nobody was hurt in those blasts.  He‟s now 

a professor of education at the University of Illinois.  This afternoon Ayers shared his 

experiences in the classroom with an audience of educators and education students at Fresno 

State.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 4/28/10, :34 Seconds, Local 

Governor Schwarzenegger is promising California‟s cash-strapped colleges and universities that 

he will veto any budget that does not include additional funding for higher education.  The 

governor met yesterday with the top administrators from the UC, California State University and 

the Community College systems.  Governor Schwarzenegger says the budget for the fiscal year 

that starts in July must include more money for both higher education and financial aid  

yesterday's gathering marked the 50th anniversary of the state's college master plan, which 

helped make California‟s college system a model for the nation. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/28/10, :44 Seconds, Local 

Later this afternoon, students, parents and community members will march to raise awareness 

about local high school dropout rates.  It‟s part of a campaign launched a year ago to reduce the 

high dropout rates of Fresno‟s low-incomes students, immigrant students, and students of color.  

2007-2008 statistics from the State Department of Education show black and Hispanic students 

drop out at a rate of 26 to 30 percent.  However, some sources report the dropout rates as high as 

40 percent.  Statistics also show the dropout rate of white students at 20-point-5 percent and the 

states average of 23-point-9 percent.  Protesters will gather this afternoon and march towards the 

Fresno Unified School District building.  Students are expected to testify at the school board 

meeting tonight at 6-30. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/29/10, :40 Seconds, Local 

Students at U.C. Merced will soon have four new minors to choose from.  The university has 

added minors in chemical sciences and environmental sciences and sustainability as well as 

Chicano studies and public health.  They'll be available to students starting in the fall.  

Administrators say the new minors will prepare students to take on some of society's most 

challenging problems.  And students we spoke with say it's great to have even more 

opportunities for their education. 

 

ACTION NEWS 4/30/10, 4/30/10, :30 Seconds, Local 

An increase in number of Hispanic students at U.C. Merced has brought attention and possibly 

more financial support from the federal government.  Today's early Cinco de Mayo celebration is 

indicative of the growing number of Hispanic students on campus.  U.C. Merced has been 

designated as a Hispanic-serving institution by the U.S. Department of Education.  That 

designation provides enhanced access to funding for student support services, faculty 

development and renovation of instructional facilities. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/18/10, 1:57 Minutes, Local 

Starting next year, elementary cheerleading uniforms throughout Clovis Unified will cost 125 

dollars.  In the past, parents paid 200 to 400 dollars to purchase customize uniforms.  Now 

parents are being asked to buy standardized uniforms to lower costs.  And instead of replacing 

uniforms for an entire squad every year, Jefferson will now buy standard uniforms replacing 

them every 5 years.  Band students throughout the district are already scaling back.  Associate 

superintendent Steve Ward says the district examined all programs to see where it could cut 

costs.  He says parents would pay for things like uniforms thru fundraising, donations and ticket 

sales, but communities have scaled back.   

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/18/10, 1:10 Minutes, Local 

Dozens of local businesses are receiving help after being hit with expensive lawsuits.  They're 

accused of violating the "Americans with Disabilities Act".  This morning the city of Clovis 

began a series of workshops for business owners offering both financial aid and education.  Over 

60 business owners attended.  They're concerned because a group of disabled plaintiffs recently 

filed more than 50 lawsuits against valley businesses, 44 of them in Clovis.  The lawsuits allege 

discrimination in the form of a lack of signs, improperly configured handicap parking spaces, 

and illegal ramps.  Each ADA violation carries fines of as much as four thousand dollars. 
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ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/20/10, 1:40 Minutes, Local 

While he sits in class, 13-year-old Nigel Robinson worries about his future.  The college-bound 

teen has seen what budget cuts have done to his education.  "Next year, music is going to be cut 

completely.  We're barely going to have sports, and teachers are going to be cut too."  Fed up 

over years of historic education cuts by the state, a broad coalition of school districts, 

administrators, parents and students filed a lawsuit asking the courts to declare the way 

California finances its schools as unconstitutional.  They claim the funding levels are so anemic, 

many classrooms are unable to provide students with an equal opportunity to meet the state's 

academic goals. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/20/10, 2:25 Minutes, Local 

Two of the suspects are in the Merced county jail, and the third surrendered this morning to the 

Fresno county jail.  They‟re each facing 10 criminal counts, including felony child 

endangerment.  This is the building where investigators say as many as 80 high school students 

removed asbestos containing materials while working for a nonprofit construction training 

program in 2005 and 2006.  Thursday morning, Merced County District Attorney Larry Morse 

announced the arrests of the three people he says are responsible.  Patrick Bowman, Rudy 

Buendia, and Joseph Cuellar all held high ranking positions with firm-build, the non-profit that 

went bankrupt in 2007.   

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/20/10, 1:40 Minutes, Local 

While he sits in class, 13-year-old Nigel Robinson worries about his future.  The college-bound 

teen has seen what budget cuts have done to his education.  Fed up over years of historic 

education cuts by the state, a broad coalition of school districts, administrators, parents and 

students filed a lawsuit asking the courts to declare the way California finances its schools as 

unconstitutional.  They claim the funding levels are so anemic, many classrooms are unable to 

provide students with an equal opportunity to meet the state's academic goals. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/21/10, 1:36 Minutes, Local 

Hundreds of valley nursing students are graduating this weekend, but many will be going back to 

school to land a job.  Excited Fresno City College nursing students marched across the stage to 

receive their Associate Degree diplomas, but for many this is just the beginning of their higher 

education.  Current trends show many nursing graduates are continuing their education because 

the job market has tightened.  Fresno State professors say there are still good job opportunities, 

but because of the economy, new graduates are competing with more experienced nurses.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/25/10, :31 Seconds, Local 

A new survey looked at cities with the best "quality of life" for business owners ranks Fresno as 

among the worst.  The "portfolio dot com" study ranked Raleigh and Washington, DC as the top 

two metro areas with the healthiest economies, moderate costs of living, and high-powered 

educational systems.  Fresno came in 66
th

; only a notch higher than Bakersfield.  Researchers say 

Fresno‟s most "flattering" ranking was for average commute time to work, with an average 

commute of 21 minutes.  Other categories included: population growth, median income, and 

education levels. 
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ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/26/10, 1:44 Seconds, Local 

Like so many California high school students, Nicholas Branford was told what everyone is told.  

But his 3.5 GPA, advanced placement classes and his summers doing cancer research weren't 

enough; the aspiring doctor or engineer didn't get into any U.C. at all.  U.C. received a record 

134,000 applications and accepted less than 72% system wide and for first time this year, another 

10,000 students were waitlisted; and in the end, only 1900 of those were offered spots.  While 

the high school students graduating in the top 12.5% of the state are supposed to be admitted to a 

U.C.A 4.0 alone is often not good enough at competitive campuses, like CAL and UCLA. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 5/27/10, 1:01 Minutes, Local 

All children are at risk of experiencing what educators refer to as the "summer slide."  This 

occurs when students fail to keep up their studies over the summer months.  Those students have 

fallen behind their peers in the classroom when the new school year starts.  The pattern repeats 

every year and those students find their academic standing moving to the back of the pack.  

Education experts recommend parents issue a challenge to children to see how many books they 

can read over summer break. 

 

ACTION NEWS AMA LIVE 6/10,10, :44 Seconds, Local 

The end of education is ahead for a historic northern California school.  The Wooden Valley 

Elementary School in Napa County will shut its doors today.  The school opened in 1853 and the 

original structure is still standing.  The two dozen students who attend the school will now be 

bussed to larger schools in the Napa area.  Administrators say they were forced to shut down the 

historic schoolhouse because of budget problems.  Parents hope it can reopen some day. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/10/10, :40 Seconds, Local 

Fresno State has been named one of the top universities in the country for Hispanics.  "Hispanic 

Outlook in Higher Education" magazine has named Fresno State one of the top 100 universities 

for Hispanics seeking undergraduate and graduate degrees. According to the annual report, 

Fresno State ranked 18th nationally and seventh in the California State University system.  

Fresno State ranked 36th nationally and seventh in the CSU system in awarding master's degrees 

to Hispanic candidates.  The magazine's annual rankings are based on information collected from 

the U.S. Department of Education. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/11/10, 1:41 Minutes, Local 

Dilapidated buildings in downtown Fresno are giving way to new structures and life nearly 150 

students with the academy for civic and entrepreneurial leadership or ACEL will move into the 

historic Fresno station building at the end of August.  A student resource center to be located 

here will connect needy families to resources like social services.  The charter school began at 

the boys and girls club in central Fresno, and until recently school officials were in negotiations 

with the city to move into the Fresno Met Museum building.  Students say they've thrived in the 

alternative learning environment.  
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/15/10, :24 Seconds, Local 

Tonight may be the last chance for parents in a Fresno area school district to give their input on 

where their children attend middle school.  The Central Unified School District is months away 

from opening a new school and that means nearly half of the district's elementary schools will 

have new boundaries.    

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/17/10, 1:41 Minutes, Local 

The list is out - Newsweek has chosen the top six percent of high schools across the county and 

on that list are Edison high school, Clovis West and Buchanan High.  Schools are ranked and 

rated based on how many students take rigorous advanced placement, international 

baccalaureate, or Cambridge tests.  AP classes are college level courses taken during high 

school.  Buchanan Principal Ricci Ulrich says they offer 22 of them and her school has the 

highest AP test scores in the valley.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/19/10, :52 Seconds, Local 

Teen moms from the valley are getting some financial help to pursue a college education.  Six 

young women who've completed Planned Parenthood‟s teen success program were awarded 

college scholarships during a ceremony in northwest Fresno today.  The teen success program 

offers weekly support groups for teen moms and helps them with both education and life skills.  

One recipient says programs like this show girls that life doesn't end after becoming a teen mom. 

 

PSA      LENGTH    AIRED 

Cesar Chavez Ceremony        :30        12 

Exceptional Parents Unlimited       :30        17 

Community Calendar         :30        125 

Historical Society Home Tour       :30                           59 

 

 

ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES 

 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/6/2010, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes,  Local 

Segment #1:   Pacific News Service: The Know Youth Media: We were joined by Mai Der 

Vang, Youth Media Director and Jaleese Vickers, Youth Journalist, The Know Youth Media.  In 

2006, over 25 young people began participating in weekly afterschool media workshops in West 

Fresno.  With little space to meet, the youth congregated in the hallway of a two-story building at 

the corner of Fresno and Irwin streets.  At first, many of them came because their friends brought 

them.  But as months passed, they kept coming every week and began to grow in their 

knowledge of media and writing.  Almost three years later the group has emerged into what the 

community now acknowledges as The kNOw Youth Media!  Our mission is to engage teens in 

media creation as a vehicle for creating wider public awareness around youth issues.  Through 

this we aim to build community among youth, improve their literacy skills and increase the 

quality of life for all families in the Central Valley.  We are a project of Pacific News 

Service/New America Media (PNS/NAM), the country's first and largest national collaboration 

and advocate of over 2,000 ethnic news organizations.  PNS/NAM is dedicated to bringing the 

voices of ethnic groups, immigrants, young people, and elderly into the national arena. 

http://news.newamericamedia.org/news/
http://news.newamericamedia.org/news/
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VALLEY FOCUS, 6/27/10, 10:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  PINC - Philanthropy Inspired by the Needs of our Community:  New non-profit in 

the community who helps other non-profits.  We were joined by Analiese Friesen, President & 

Founder of PINC to talk about their new nonprofit organization PINC short for Philanthropy 

inspired by the needs of our community.  Philanthropy Inspired by the Needs of our Community 

(PINC) is a non-profit organization dedicated to aiding those individuals most in need of a 

helping hand.  PINC, founded in 2008, is made up of 37 service-oriented young women; each of 

whom recognizes that the charitable needs of our community are constantly evolving.  Therefore, 

the organization‟s members devote time and resources to raise money and provide volunteers for 

other local non-profits.  Every year PINC organizes and hosts its signature fundraising event 

benefiting a pre-designated charity that is presented and voted upon by its members.  A high 

degree of dedication and commitment is required to ensure each is a resounding success.  

Members also give of their time and talents to participate in volunteer service projects 

throughout the year.  In the relatively short time since PINC was created, members have 

volunteered at numerous events including, the Catholic Charities Food Drive, the first ever “Eye 

Q Vision Two Cities Marathon”, and working alongside ABC‟s “Extreme Makeover Home 

Edition” team to help build a brand new handicap accessible house for the Riojas family of 

Fresno.  During the holidays members also spent time with patients at Children‟s Hospital 

Central California, and donated custom care packages of clothing, toys and necessities to 

families who would have otherwise gone without.  PINC strives to set itself apart in every 

undertaking, by drawing upon the compassion, energy and unwavering support of young women 

who have developed an intimate understanding of their community and its needs. 

Segment #2:  PINC – Philanthropy by the Needs of our Community:  Hinds Hospice Benefit:  

We were joined by Kathy Cromwell, Director of Angel Babies Program of Hinds Hospice to talk 

about their program.  In 2009, PINC held an inaugural fundraiser at the San Joaquin Hotel to 

benefit the Hinds Hospice Angel Babies program.  The first event was wildly successful, 

drawing nearly 300 guests and raising $15,000 for the Angel Babies program.   

 

LATINO LIFE, 4/18/2010,10AM :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Help With Power Bills - A program to help Fresno County residents who have 

received a shut-off notice from their energy provider.  There are thousands of dollars available to 

help you pay your energy bill.  Guests: Lalo Acevedo/EOC Program Director and Nancy 

Alvarez/EOC Program Supervisor  

Fresno County EOC Energy Assistance (559) 263-1135  

For help paying your energy bill: 

http://fresnoeoc.org/services/energy/home-energy-assistance.html 

 

LATINO LIFE, 5/9/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Low Cost Auto Insurance 

California has a program that can help low income individuals buy auto insurance.  The cost can 

be as low as 25 dollars a month.  Guest: Jason Kimbrough/Department Of Insurance 

Low Cost Auto Insurance 1-866-602-8861 

http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0100-consumers/0060-information-guides/0010-

automobile/lca/index.cfm 

http://fresnoeoc.org/services/energy/home-energy-assistance.html
http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0100-consumers/0060-information-guides/0010-automobile/lca/index.cfm
http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0100-consumers/0060-information-guides/0010-automobile/lca/index.cfm
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LATINO LIFE, 5/16/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Land Of Opportunity:  A new project helping west valley families  make a living 

by growing a garden.  Guests: Jose Ramirez/Firebaugh City Manager  Alfredo Cuellar/Advisory 

Council.  Firebaugh Community Garden (559) 659-2043. 

 

LATINO LIFE, 6/27/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Free Lunch For Kids:  Learn about a free lunch program for Fresno county 

children.  Find out how your kids can get a healthy meal all summer.  Guest: Randy Moens/EOC 

Summer Food Program.  Fresno County EOC Summer Lunch Program - (559) 266-FOOD 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/26/10, :27 Seconds, Local 

A new survey out today shows economic recovery is taking place.  But it may not be news the 

White House wants to hear.  The latest survey out today by the National Association For 

Business Economics says companies are cutting fewer jobs and in some instances they're 

actually creating jobs.  The survey did have some bad news for the Obama administration 

though.  Businesses admitted the 787 billion dollar stimulus plan passed last year did little to 

help their bottom line. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/28/10,34 Seconds, Local 

Police officers and firefighters are being laid off in Selma.  The city is letting go six police 

officers, four firefighters and one employee in the public works department.  The layoffs come as 

the city tries to deal with declining revenues.  City manager DB Heusser says furloughs and 

other cuts have not been enough to balance the budget.  The individual employees will be 

notified tomorrow.  Unions representing the workers are trying to come up with a last minute 

compromise that could save some of the jobs. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/29/10, :49 Seconds, Local 

Officers will be laid off within the next week.  A 3- 2 vote by the Board Of Supervisors also 

approved Sheriff Margaret Mims‟s request to cut 32 positions from her department.  Mims 

originally asked the county to cut 67 positions, but officials say that number was reduced 

because of retirements and people leaving the sheriff's office.  17 of the cuts will come from 

vacant positions, 15 jobs are currently occupied.  Some supervisors believe eliminating jobs of 

correctional officers is unnecessary.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/26/10, :26 Seconds, Local 

Land-O-Lakes has announced changes that will affect dozens of employees in the south valley.  

The dairy product company is halting work at one of its Tulare cheese plants.  That will mean the 

loss of about eighty jobs.  In a letter to the mayor of Tulare, a company official said declining 

milk supply made it difficult to continue operating the facility.  The shutdown affects just one of 

several Land-O-Lakes plants on the Tulare site, which employs a total of about 500 people. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/28/10, :49 Seconds, Local 

A new study concludes California is losing high-tech jobs to more user-friendly states.  Statistics 

released today show more people are leaving the state because it's expensive to build new 

research facilities here.  In 2008, California led the nation with the most high-tech jobs and 
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highest salaries.  A spokesperson with the group that did the study says high tech companies 

receive tax credits to open facilities in other states. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/28/10, :24 Seconds, Local 

As Congress discusses whether to take up immigration reform this year, farm groups are 

renewing their push to reform "Guest Worker" programs.  Supporters of a bill known as "Ag-

jobs" say it would assure people from other countries could enter the U.S. legally to work on 

farms.  A California Farm Bureau spokesman says the group considers immigration reform a top 

priority, but Congress may not tackle the topic in an election year.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/30/10, :20 Seconds, Local 

A job fair for high school and college age students will be held tomorrow at Fresno City College.  

As many as 30 companies will be setting up recruitment tables targeting youth in Fresno.  The 

fair starts at 10 o'clock in the morning.  It's hosted by Mayor Ashley Swearengin, Fresno City 

College and other organizations.  Job seekers should be 16 to 24 years old.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/21/10, :24 Seconds, Local 

Five counties across the state still have unemployment rates higher than 20 percent.  The county 

with the highest is Imperial County with close to 28 percent of its residents unemployed.  Sutter 

County has an unemployment rate of 21 percent.  Colusa, Trinity, and Plumas counties have 

rates just above 20 percent.  Mono County has the lowest jobless rate with eight percent of its 

residents without jobs. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/21/10, 1:36 Minutes, Local 

Excited Fresno City College nursing students marched across the stage to earn their associate 

degree today, but for many this is just the beginning of their higher education.  Fresno State 

nursing department chair doctor Mike Russler says current trends show many nursing graduates 

are continuing their education in order to compete for fewer jobs in the medical field.  Russler 

says graduates can still find good job opportunities, but because of the economy they are facing 

stiffer competition with more experienced nurses. 

 

AM LIVE SATURDAY, 8AM, 5/22/10,2:08 Minutes, Local 

A few more Californians found jobs last month with the leisure and hospitality industry adding 

the most private sector positions.  It's a sign the momentum appears to be there.  In each of the 

first four months of this year, the state has gained an average of 14,100 jobs while that seems 

small.  Compare that to the same period last year when California lost an average of 106,000 

jobs a month.  Struggling labor market may be strengthening.  Though the signs are encouraging, 

unemployment remains high at 12.6% because discouraged workers who quit looking for a job a 

while back have begun applying again. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/26/10, :53 Seconds, Local 

Thousands of Fresno State graduates are ready for work in the central valley but high 

unemployment rates could make finding a job difficult.  During today's commencement students 

were reminded how their years of college have prepared them for tough times like these.  In 

much of the central valley, unemployment was around 17-percent during the month of April.  
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According to the national association of colleges and employers, only 25-percent of graduates 

have accepted a job.  That‟s up slightly from last year. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/25/10, Seconds, :31 Local 

The Fresno County Supervisors are holding off putting 59 deputies out of a job.  Today, they 

said they're willing to look at ways to keep as many on patrol as possible.  The board discussed 

everything from eliminating car washes for patrol cars to re-bidding out worker's comp 

insurance.  Saving these jobs will mean coming up with more than seven million dollars.  The 

sheriff says she's encouraged to see public safety remain a priority.  During budget workshops 

The Supervisors plan to talk specifics about what they are willing to sacrifice to spare deputies. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/25/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

Thousands of jobs will be available at a job fair later this week in Fresno.  This is a look at last 

year's event hosted by the Hispanic Chamber Of Commerce.  A massive crowd turned up for the 

job fair, creating long lines.  Officials estimated 12-thousand people showed up.  The job fair 

will be held this Thursday at the Fresno fairgrounds in southeast Fresno.  More information on 

the event, including the employers in attendance, can be found on our website, abc30.com. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/26/10, :43 Seconds, Local 

State lawmakers are proposing new taxes to close the state's 19 billion dollar budget deficit.  The 

plan by Senate Democrats would suspend two billion dollars in corporate tax breaks that could 

help companies create jobs.  Higher vehicle license fees and income tax surcharges that were 

supposed to be temporary would be extended.  Republicans are opposed to the budget proposal 

because of the taxes especially since 12 point five billion dollars in higher taxes were already 

approved last year. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/26/10, :32 Seconds, Local 

A deal has been reached that will mean fewer layoffs than expected at Fresno State.  The 

California State University employees union announced it has reached an agreement with CSU 

to spare six of the sixty layoffs announced last month.  University officials also say they will 

work with the union to resolve as many remaining grievances and layoffs as possible.  That 

includes programs that will allow employees to take reduced work schedules rather than lose 

their jobs altogether.  Last month, the school announced it was lying off employees because of 

state budget cuts. 

 

ACTION NEWS  AM LIVE 5/27/10, :28 Seconds, Local 

Thousands of jobs will be available at a job fair in Fresno this morning.  This is a look at last 

year's event hosted by the Hispanic Chamber Of Commerce.  A massive crowd turned up for the 

job fair, creating long lines.  Officials estimated 12-thousand people showed up.  The job fair 

will be held today at the Fresno fairgrounds.  More information on the event including the 

employers in attendance can be found on our website, abc30.com. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/27/10, :20 Seconds, Local 

Thousands of valley residents looking for work showed up for a big job fair today in southeast 

Fresno.  More than nine thousand people packed the Fresno fairgrounds looking jobs being 

offered by more than 130 employers.  Many came dressed to impress with resumes in hand.  
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Organizers say even in this tough economy, quality jobs are out there.  You just have to find 

them. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/28/10, :50 Seconds, Local 

A huge new commercial complex could soon be built in Merced.  The City Planning 

Commission has approved a proposal for an 11 and a half acre development right next to the new 

Mercy Medical Center.  The project would include a hotel, a pharmacy, a bank, and a restaurant.  

City leaders say it would help families who have a loved one in the hospital by giving them a 

nearby place to stay and easy access to other services.  They say it would also stimulate the local 

economy through developer fees, sales tax revenue, and job creation. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/18/10, :43 Seconds, Local 

Fresno County deputies facing layoffs will keep their jobs after all.  The board of supervisors is 

expected to approve funds that will result in no deputy layoffs.  The board met with sheriff 

Margaret Mims yesterday to hammer out the details of the budget.  Earlier this week, the county 

stumbled upon ten million dollars in extra funds and additional cuts.  More than half of that went 

to the sheriff's office.  Its personnel did have to make concessions but in the end no deputies are 

off the streets. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/21/10, 2:07 Minutes, Local 

On average anywhere from about 30 to 55 inmates walk out of here early each day.  The millions 

of additional dollars the sheriff was given will help her save jobs, but it will take another nine 

million to halt early releases.  For the foreseeable future the status quo at the Fresno county jail 

will remain the same.  The revolving door will continue until millions more in funding becomes 

available. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/22/10, :43 Minutes, Local 

The Better Business Bureau is warning people of a job service that's made its way to the valley.  

The BBB says "public service pathways" has been passing out flyers offering high paying federal 

government jobs for a price.  Workers held three seminars, yesterday, to get people to pay up to a 

thousand dollars for online training to get a federal job that pays more than 30-dollars an hour.  

The better business bureau says the company is not doing anything illegal but considers what it's 

doing a scam because the services offered can be found for free online. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/23/10, 2:23 Minutes, Local 

This is the proposed budget presented to the Board Of Supervisors this week.  It calls for 23 

vacant jobs to be eliminated and 8 people to be laid off.  But the county's new CEO warns even 

more cuts will be needed.  Sheriff Mark Pazin is relieved he won't have to cut any deputies or 

correctional officers for now.  But the proposed 461 million dollar budget does call for 

eliminating 10 vacant public safety positions.  And Pazin says his department has already 

downsized as much as possible over the past 3 fiscal years. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/24/10, :40 Minutes, Local 

A new company has set up shop in Merced.  "California Fiber Drums" is now up and running in 

a building off north highway 59 near Cooper Avenue.  The company manufactures large drums   

used to store tomatoes and other agricultural products.  City officials say the business is a great 
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addition to the community because it's filling up a 70 thousand square foot warehouse which was 

sitting empty and the best part new jobs! 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/24/10, 1:59 Minutes, Local 

The state workers who fix your roads, renew your driver‟s licenses and process your tax refunds.  

Some 200,000 of them could soon are earning the federal minimum wage: $7.25 an hour.  

Unpaid furlough days, which were supposed to end this month, could also be extended.  Even 

though they would eventually get back pay, the minimum wage threat is all anyone could talk 

about today. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/25/10, :31 Seconds, Local 

Unemployment checks could stop coming for millions of people out of work.  Senate republicans 

have a killed a jobs bill that would have continued to provide weekly jobless benefits for millions 

of long-term unemployed workers.  The bill would also have provided billions of dollars in new 

aid.  It would have protected the jobs of tens of thousands of state and local government workers 

as the country begins to emerge from the worst recession in seven decades.  Republicans were 

determined to kill the measure for adding more than 30-billion dollars to the deficit.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM 6/25/10, :53 Seconds, Local 

Fresno's City Council approved a budget today that includes more than 300 job cuts.  The city 

was facing a budget deficit of more than 30 million dollars, even after trimming about 40 million 

dollars over the last 18 months.  The new budget eliminates positions across the board and many 

department managers say it'll affect services to everyone in Fresno.  Mayor Ashley Swearengin 

says she's hoping the cuts are not all permanent. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/30/10, 2:28 Minutes, Local 

Tonight was the first night this new violent crime bureau flexed its muscles.  We got to see 

firsthand the new message police are sending to gang members and those who choose to 

associate themselves with them.  Sergeant Rodney Cancio is one of the new members of Fresno 

newest division the violent crime bureau.  He‟s one of only 75 officers who were selected 100 

applied.  In his 16 years in the force Cancio says this is the worst year of crime he's ever seen.  

“What I‟m seeing is just the economy, now its gloom and doom.  People are getting laid off, 

there‟s no job.  People are struggling.”  Right off the bat new violent crime bureau members 

were briefed at headquarters Wednesday night on a search warrant for an apartment in southeast 

Fresno.  Officers say the place has seen four shootings in the past two months. 

 

OPRAH, 5/27/10, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Best Of Oprah: A Family “Stripped” Down: Life Organizational Expert.  On today's show, we 

give a family a bold new challenge!  "Get Your Life In Order" expert Peter Walsh is here to 'strip 

down' the stuff, the habits and the high tech gadgets that have disconnected this family.  Can they 

go without phones, computers and TV for seven days?  Watch as Walsh moves in and helps 

break down the walls of fear, guilt and resentment and gives this family a breakthrough!  Plus, 

don‟t miss a special twist to the challenge that they didn't see coming!   
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OPRAH, 06/09/10, 4PM, 1 Hour, Syndication:  

Best Of Oprah: The Debt Diet – Part 2 - Meet three real families with everything on the line 

when hidden cameras capture it all.  Secrets are revealed and tempers flare up when financial 

experts move in and lay out the plan.  This is no game.  If you want to get out of debt, you need 

to watch this!  Don‟t miss this encore airing of part two of our Debt Diet series.  

 

OPRAH, 6/30/10, 4PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Best of Oprah: The Debt Diet: 

Millions of you joined the debt diet.  Now the results are in.  This encore airing, viewers across 

the country share success stories of how they took our financial experts advice and climbed out 

of debt.  Plus, meet one woman who lived in New York for one year and brought nothing but the 

bare necessities.  

 

PSA      LENGTH     AIRED 

ABC30 Census                    :30        205 

ABC30 Letter Carriers Food Drive       :30                                115 

Community Calendar                                           :30                                                    125 

ABC30 Job Openings         :30                                                     180 

 

 

MINORITY ISSUES/TOPICS 

 

 

Latino Life, 4/18/2010,10AM :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Help With Power Bills -- A program to help Fresno County residents who have 

received a shut-off notice from their energy provider.  There are thousands of dollars available to 

help you pay your energy bill.  Guests: Lalo Acevedo/EOC Program Director & Nancy 

Alvarez/EOC Program Supervisor  

Fresno County EOC.  Energy Assistance (559) 263-1135  

For help paying your energy bill visit  

http://fresnoeoc.org/services/energy/home-energy-assistance.html 

Segment #2  Teen Conference – Reedley College is hosting a free conference for teenagers this 

week to help them make safer and healthier life choices.  Guests: Marisol Zamora/ CA Health 

Collaborative and Saul Ibarra/Sanger High student  

Rebounding To Success: Saturday, April 24 Reedley College 244-4542.  Online Application for 

the Teen Conference 

http://8threboundingtosuccess.eventbrite.com 

Segment #3 Mourning Escalante -- Many are mourning the death of Jaime Escalante, the 

Southern California math teacher who inspired the movie "Stand And Deliver.”  A former 

student, now an attorney living in Fresno shares how Escalante changed his life.  

 

LATINO LIFE, 5/9/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Low Cost Auto Insurance -- California has a program that can help low income 

individuals buy auto insurance.  The cost can be as low as 25 dollars a month.  Guest: Jason 

Kimbrough/Department Of Insurance 

Low Cost Auto Insurance 1-866-602-8861 

http://fresnoeoc.org/services/energy/home-energy-assistance.html
http://8threboundingtosuccess.eventbrite.com/
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http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0100-consumers/0060-information-guides/0010-

automobile/lca/index.cfm 

 

Segment #2:  Unique Approach To Gang Prevention 

Many Latinos grew up reading Foto-Novelas.  Learn how these storybooks are helping parents 

keep their kids out of gangs.  Find out some of the warning signs indicating your child may be 

associating with gangs.  Guests:  Detective Osvaldo Dominguez/Visalia Police Department; Juan 

Guerrero  

Segment #3:  Advisory Council Visalia Police Department Gang Prevention 

804-6498. Wittman Community Center 733-5423 

Segment #4:  Rebozo Festival 

A special festival on Mother‟s Day at Arte Americas in Downtown Fresno.  Learn the 

significance of the Rebozo.  Guests: Lourdes Sevilla/Rebozo Festival,  Elva Rodriguez/Arte 

Americas 

Rebozo Festival, May 9,2010 at 11am-2pm. Arte Americas. 

Segment #5: 

“Controversial Name” - An art show with a controversial name honors the contributions of 

former undocumented immigrants. 

 

Calendar Items 

Free Health Clinic 

Tzu Chi Foundation 

Sunday, May 16,2010 

9am-3pm 

Cesar Chavez Adult Education Center 

Downtown Fresno 

(559) 298-4894 

www.tcmt-fresno.wikispaces.com 

My Sister‟s Closet Fashion Show & Silent Auction 

Saturday, June 5, 2010 

United Faith Christian Fellowship 

4410 E. Grand 

Fresno, Ca 93702 

To donate new or gently used clothing for women entering the workforce, call (559) 458-0229. 

 

LATINO LIFE, 5/16/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Land Of Opportunity :  A new project helping west valley families  make a living 

by growing a garden.  Guests: Jose Ramirez/Firebaugh City Manager and Alfredo 

Cuellar/Advisory Council.  Firebaugh Community Garden (559) 659-2043. 

Segment #2: Foto-Novelas - Popular Mexican Fotonovelas:  how they are being used to educate.  

Guests:  Fermin Chavez, Fotonovelas del Valle, Martha Elizabeth Hernandez, Fotonovelas del 

Valle 

Foto-Novelas del Valle (559) 579-5462  

fotonovelas@sbcglobal.net 

Segment #3:  Access To Exercise  -  What stands in the way of exercise for some south Fresno 

children.  Children First Fighting The Fat, Sunday, May 23 @ 10am on ABC30. 

http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0100-consumers/0060-information-guides/0010-automobile/lca/index.cfm
http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0100-consumers/0060-information-guides/0010-automobile/lca/index.cfm
http://www.tcmt-fresno.wikispaces.com/
mailto:fotonovelas@sbcglobal.net
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Segment #4:  Ambulance To Mexico:  A valley company makes a life-saving donation to a 

needy community in Mexico. 

 

LATINO LIFE,  6/6/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Support For Latino Cancer Patients - The American Cancer Society has a new 

support group for Latino patients.  Guest: Dorina Mendoza/American Cancer Society.  Entre 

Amigos 

Clinica Sierra Vista 1945 North Fine Fresno 6-7:30pm (559) 451-0722   

Segment #2:  Nights In The Plaza: The performers lined up for nights in the plaza.  

Carmencristina performs on Latino Life.  Guests: Elva Rodriguez/Arte Americas Director & 

Carmencristina Moreno/singer-songwriter.  Arte Americas Thursday-Saturday  11am-5pm 

Sundays 1pm-5pm (559) 266-2623.  

Segment #3:  Valley Poet With A Message:  A valley poet shares his latest work and has a 

message for students.  Guest: David Dominguez, poet.  David.dominguez.@reedleycollege.edu 

Segment 4:  Big Pay Off For Parlier Panthers:  The record-breaking accomplishment that will 

help Parlier students pay for college. 

Segment #5 & 6:  Traditional & Unique Tamales: Find out where you can buy gourmet tamales 

with very unique flavors.  Salsa dancing where you can enjoy Salsa dancing in Fresno. 

 

Calendar Items 

Arte Americas 

Corridos de la Revolucion 

Today at 3pm 

Carmencristina Moreno 

Arte Americas 

Nights In The Plaza 

Mezcal 

Friday, June 18 

8pm 

 

LATINO LIFE, 6/27/10, 10AM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Segment #1:  Free Lunch For Kids: learn about a free lunch program for Fresno county children.  

Find out how your kids can get a healthy meal all summer.  Guest: Randy Moens/EOC summer 

food program.  Fresno County EOC Summer Lunch Program (559) 266-FOOD 

Segment #2:  Educating Mom and Dad.  A special program that gives valley parents the tools to 

help their kids succeed.  Guest: Alma El Issa PIQE/ Executive Director 

Parent Institute for Quality Education (559) 277-9858 www.piqe.org 

Segment #3:  Ballpark Specials.  The Visalia Rawhide has a special invitation to the valley's 

Latino families.  Guest: Mitch Retelny/Visalia Rawhide: Visalia Rawhide 

www.rawhidebaseball.com (559)732-HIDE. 

 

Latino Life Calendar: 

“Rudo Y Cursi”  

Tower Theatre 

2pm & 4:15pm 

Today 

mailto:David.dominguez.@reedleycollege.edu
http://www.piqe.org/
http://www.rawhidebaseball.com/
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Talent Show 

Tower Theatre 

6pm-Today 

Cine-Americas 

(559) 434-CINE 

 

Free Movies In The Park 

Every Friday Night Thru September 24 

Eaton Plaza 

Downtown Fresno 

(559) 621-2900 

 

Visalia Rawhide 

Fireworks Extravaganza 

July 3, 2010 

www.rawhidebaseball.com 

 

4
th

 of July Celebration 

Exeter City Park - 7am-3pm 

 

Fireworks Show at Dusk-Donation Suggested 

Lions Stadium 

 

Visalia Rawhide 

Cow Appreciation Night 

July 10,2010 

www.rawhidebaseball.com 

 

Scholarship Golf Tournament 

Fresno State Chicano Alumni 

Saturday, July 24,2010 

8am 

Javier‟s Fresno West Golf Course 

Kerman 

(559) 917-1644 

 

4
th

 of July Celebration 

 

Central California Business Expo 

Central Calif. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 

Friday, August 6,2010 

9am-3pm 

Radisson Hotel 

Downtown Fresno 

(559) 495-4817 

http://www.rawhidebaseball.com/
http://www.rawhidebaseball.com/
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PSA             LENGTH   AIRED 

Cesar Chavez Ceremony     :30                                              12 

 

 

 

NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS: ABC30 2
ND

 QUARTER 2010 

 

 4/15/10    Station Tour: Multi Media Club  

 

 Next Generation Politics:  Candidates were invited to tape a 5-minute speech and have it 

posted on our website at abc30.com. 

 4/22/10 ABC 30 Advisory Council at ABC 30 Television Station 

 

 ABC 30: Dan Adams, President and General Manager 

 Tracey Watkowski, News Director 

 Beth Marney, Public Affairs Director 

 Daniel Simms, Business Manager 

 Dennis Silvas, Chief Photographer 

 Benjamin Kirk, Web Operations Manager 

 

 Council Members:  Christina Jones, Tulare County Health & Human Services Agency 

 Gurdeep Sihota He‟Bert, Fresno City College Foundation 

 Venancio Gaona, El Concilio de Fresno 

 Sarah Reyes, The California Endowment 

 Zoua Vang, First Five Fresno 

 

 5/15/10: CASA: Court Appointed Special Advocates: Charity Auction: Live With  

Jimmy Kimmel Live Tickets 

 6/1/10  Station Tour:  4
th

 Grade Journalism Club Copper Hill Elementary School 

 


